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EDITOR’S PERSPECTIVE

Military AI/machine learning speeds
decision-making and efficiency for
warfighters

By John McHale, Editorial Director

Much of the public thinks of artificial intelligence (AI) and summons images of machines hunting humans or monitoring their
every move. Unfortunately, fear and paranoia often accompany
tech revolutions – think heavier-than-air flight or commercial
drones.
The extreme claims put forth by some that AI will someday
destroy the human race? Silly: Life isn’t a Terminator movie.
AI is coming and is necessary. Technology today has moved
beyond the human capacity to keep up with it.
Gabriel Prado, product marketing manager for SparkCognition
in Austin, Texas, put it succinctly to me: “Adopting AI is a journey
that solves problems and evolves business models to be more
efficient and cost-effective.” SparkCognition develops predictive analytics solutions for companies based on AI/machine
learning (ML) algorithms for defense in industrial applications.
AI and ML will benefit the military industry both on the plant
floor and on the battlefield. “AI/ML will impact the defense
industry from a capability perspective as it combines autonomy
with computer vision, for example.  Efficiency benefits will come
from predictive analyticsthat can lower long-term costs,” says
Jim Fitzgerald, director of Aerospace and Manufacturing at
SparkCognition; Jim is a former Navy fighter pilot and Top
Gun graduate. “AI/ML codifies the tribal knowledge; instead
of seeking out a supervisor or a junior maintainer the AI system
can determine the best practice for fixing a problem.
“Military customers have similar requirements when it comes to
predictive analytics as they do for other applications, the difference being the stakes are higher in the military with the focus
on the warfighter,” he continues.
Network communications will also benefit from this technology.
“Cognitive systems are getting a big push within the defense
industry, especially in network communications,” Sarah Yost,
senior product marketing manager for Software Defined Radio
at National Instruments, explained to me at NI Week in Austin
in May. “For example, AI will be a differentiator on 5G networks
when it comes to network slicing. AI will enable the automation
of network slicing. We still need to get the algorithms in place
to do that as now it is all done manually. AI will also provide
a way to separate mission-critical functions within a network,
providing more control to users.”
On the battlefield, AI will ease the burden of absorbing all the
data the warfighter faces during every mission.
“When it comes to the battlefield, AI and ML enable more
sensor fusion and data filtering, reducing the workload for
www.mil-embedded.com

operators, such as those who watch feeds of drone sensor
data for eight or 10 hours a day,” Fitzgerald says. “AI will do
similar things for fighter pilots, who with each new generation
of fighter jet have more and more information to absorb while
in the cockpit. “AI will ease that burden by acting as a filter,
providing the most relevant informationto the pilot.”

AI is coming and is necessary.
Technology today has moved beyond the
human capacity to keep up with it.

AI and machine learning have helped “drive many major results
improving inferencing and learning within complex systems
and environments – the domain of the soldier,” says Rajgopal
Kannan of the Army Research Lab in our Special Report on AI
on page 14. “AI and machine-learning algorithms can really
exploit the massive amounts of data – historical and real-time –
available to soldiers.”
From an embedded computing standpoint, AI will enable
“space-time adaptive processing (STAP) radar and cognitive
electronic warfare (CEW),” says VITA Chairman Ray Alderman in
his mil-embedded.com guest blog titled “Artificial intelligence
(AI) … and artificial stupidity (AS).” “Our enemies are very good
at jamming our radar signals on the battlefield. With AI-based
STAP, we can overcome their jamming techniques and find the
targets. AI-based CEW is just the same problem in reverse:
we can better jam or spoof our enemy’s radar.
“And all those platforms will feed information into the mother
of all AI machines: The Master War Algorithm,” Alderman says.
“[U.S. Deputy Secretary of Defense] Bob Work started that process with his memo in April 2017, establishing the ‘Algorithmic
Warfare Cross-Functional Team’ (Project Maven). All the data,
coming from all the platforms and soldiers in the battle, is fed
into the War Algorithm machine, and that machine will tell the
generals what to do next to defeat the enemy. That’s the plan.”
That is the plan, but will it be the reality? And if yes, how soon?
Despite all the buzz around AI and its benefits to the warfighter,
the U.S. defense acquisition process continues to be glacial. It
must speed up for the U.S. to keep up with this technology.
We can’t just outspend our adversaries like we did with the race
to the moon. Our warfighters deserve better: Maybe AI can
help improve the process.
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

U.S. Army’s AI facial recognition
works in the dark
By Sally Cole, Senior Editor
A group of U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) researchers
developed an artificial intelligence (AI) and machine-learning
technique capable of producing automatic facial recognition
from a thermal image captured of a person’s face in low-light
conditions or at night.
Soldiers working covert operations at night may benefit
from a new form of facial-recognition technology in the nottoo-distant future, and this development is also expected
to lead to enhanced real-time biometrics and post-mission
forensic analysis.
Thermal cameras – such as forward-looking infrared (FLIR) – or
sensors are already actively deployed on aerial and ground vehicles, in watchtowers, and at checkpoints for surveillance and
security purposes, and are now starting to make their way into
body-worn gear.
The ability to perform automatic facial recognition at night
via thermal camera is becoming increasingly important for
soldiers to identify individuals of interest or on a watch list.
ARL researchers – Benjamin S. Riggan, Nathaniel J. Short, and
Shouowen “Sean” Hu – developed technology to enhance both
automatic and human-matching capabilities.
Their technology “enables matching between thermal face
images and existing biometric face databases and watch lists
that only contain visible face imagery,” says Riggan, an ARL
research scientist. It’s “a way for humans to visually compare
visible and thermal facial imagery through thermal-to-visible
face synthesis.”
Why thermal cameras? Low-light and night conditions, Riggan
explains, provide insufficient light for conventional cameras to
capture facial imagery for recognition without active illumination such as a flash or spotlight, which tends to give away the
position of such surveillance cameras. But thermal cameras can
capture the heat signature that emanates from living skin tissue,
so it makes them ideal for low-light or dark conditions.
The main challenge of using thermal cameras for facial imagery
“is that the captured thermal image must be matched against
a watch list or gallery that only contains conventional visible
imagery from known persons of interest,” Riggan says. “Therefore, the problem becomes what is referred to as ‘crossspectrum’ or ‘heterogeneous face recognition.’ In this case, facial
probe imagery acquired in one modality is matched against a
gallery database acquired using a different imaging modality.”
The group’s approach leverages advanced domain adaptation
techniques based on deep neural networks. It’s composed of
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two key parts: a nonlinear regression model that maps a given
thermal image into a corresponding visible latent representation, and an optimization problem that projects the latent
projection back into the image space.
By combining global information, such as the features from
across the entire face, with local information – with features from
“discriminative fiducial regions” of the eyes, nose, and mouth –
the researchers demonstrated that their technology enhances
the discriminability of the synthesized imagery. They also showed
how the thermal-to-visible mapped representations from both
global and local regions within the thermal face signature can be
used to synthesize a refined visible image of a face.
The optimization problem for synthesizing an image attempts to
jointly preserve the shape of the entire face and appearance of the
local fiducial details. By using the synthesized thermal-to-visible
imagery and existing visible gallery imagery, the researchers performed face-verification experiments using an open-source deep
neural network architecture for face recognition. The architecture used is designed for visible-based facial recognition.
Surprisingly, according to the ARL group, their approach
achieved even better verification performance than a generative adversarial network-based (GAN) approach, which previously showed photorealistic properties. GANs are artificial
intelligence algorithms used in “unsupervised machine learning”
and implemented by a system of two neural networks that “contest with each other” within a zero-sum game framework, say
the researchers.
Riggan attributes their result to the fact that the game theoretic
objective for GANs immediately seeks to generate imagery
that’s sufficiently similar in dynamic range and photo-like appearance to the training imagery – while sometimes neglecting to
preserve identifying characteristics. In contrast, ARL’s approach
preserves identity information to enhance discriminability, for
example, increased recognition accuracy for both automatic
facial-recognition algorithms and human adjudication.
As the ARL group recently demonstrated during a proof of concept at IEEE’s Winter Conference on Applications of Computer
Vision – which included the use of a FLIR Boson 320 thermal
camera and a laptop running the algorithm – a captured thermal
image of a person can be used to produce a synthesized visible
image in situ.
Riggan and colleagues will continue exploring and expanding
this research under the sponsorship of the Defense Forensics
and Biometrics Agency to develop a robust nighttime facialrecognition capability for soldiers.
www.mil-embedded.com
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A fully integrated COTS approach for PNT to
ground vehicles in GPS-denied environments
By David Jedynak
An industry perspective from Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions
Growing awareness of the potential vulnerabilities introduced by the military’s dependence on GPS data has driven demand for new deployed approaches for detecting
threats to GPS and providing position, navigation, and timing (PNT) information to the
warfighter in GPS-denied environments.
The data from GPS isn’t only used to provide location and mapping information; it
also delivers critical timing information used for mission synchronization and a myriad
of other activities. If the satellites that provide GPS become inoperable, or terrain
conditions make that data unavailable, the effects will be felt across many onboard
ground vehicle systems. To compensate for the loss of GPS data, and to provide an
alternative resource that enables GPS data to be trusted if an adversary attempts to
deliver spoofed PNT data, system designers are beginning to offer subsystems that
deliver complementary PNT data. The combination of a ground-based GPS receiver
application module (GB-GRAM), inertial navigation system (INS), chip scale atomic
clock (CSAC), and other complementary PNT services enables the warfighter to help
establish Assured PNT truth.
The prevalence of GPS-reliant capabilities on ground vehicles is a key factor behind the
U.S. Army’s VICTORY [Vehicular Integration for Command, Control, Communication,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance/Electronic Warfare (C4ISR/
EW) Interoperability] initiative. One of the results sought by proliferating VICTORYcompliant architectures across the ground vehicle fleet is the elimination of the
forest of GPS antennas that sprout from the exterior of today’s ground vehicles, each
devoted to supporting a single, stove-piped subsystem. Because VICTORY enables
network-based data sharing between a platform’s electronic subsystems, it can reduce
the number of GPS antennas on a vehicle down to one.
The “bolt-on” approach
In the effort to provide Assured PNT (A-PNT) services in GPS-denied environments,
two competing approaches have recently emerged. In one approach, the vehicle’s
Selective Availability Anti-Spoofing Module Defense Advanced GPS Receive (SAASM
DAGR) unit, which provides the vehicle’s serial-based ICD-GPS-153 compliant
services, is housed in a standalone appliance that is bracketed to the interior wall of
the platform. With this scenario, adding complementary PNT services, such as the
CSAC or the VICTORY network, can require the bolting on of expansion mezzanine
componentry to the appliance.
Also, in this approach, to provide the INS capability needed to ensure A-PNT, requires
a separate third-party external unit, further adding to the vehicle’s size, weight, and
power (SWaP) burden. What’s more, because the DAGR appliance is exposed in the
cabin environment rather than enclosed in an unobtrusive rugged chassis, the numerous
cables it requires to communicate with the vehicle’s antenna and GPS-dependent
subsystems are also exposed.
Another approach?
An alternative approach for delivering A-PNT takes advantage of the pre-existing
space claim of an open-architecture commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) line-replaceable
unit (LRU) that is already resident in the vehicle. This approach, in which the A-PNT
capability is essentially poured into an existing chassis, delivers compelling advantages
when compared to the bolt-on solution. Such an LRU can support A-PNT by tightly
integrating the GB-GRAM, INS, CSAC, and other complementary PNT services needed
www.mil-embedded.com

›

Figure 1 | The Curtiss-Wright
DuraDBH-672 Digital Beachhead, a rugged
COTS single-box solution integrating
a GbE switch and quad-core vetronics
processor for supporting VICTORY
services, is an example of a pre-installed
LRU that can host complementary PNT
services on ground vehicles.

to help establish A-PNT truth within an
existing chassis. Compared to the DAGR
bolt-on approach, integrating A-PNT into
an already resident LRU eliminates the
entire bracketed DAGR receiver appliance, obviates the need for a separate
stand-alone INS subsystem, and removes
all of the DAGR’s exposed cabling.
The existing LRU approach for hosting
A-PNT takes up no additional in-vehicle
real estate and requires only minimal
configuration changes to the vehicle. This
open architecture approach also lowers
total cost of ownership by enabling costeffective incremental upgrades, reduces
the logistical burden, and provides a
COTS roadmap for technology insertion.
Use of a COTS-based LRU design eases
the deployment of additional state-of-thetechnology A-PNT services. For example,
it eases upgrading from a GB-GRAM
to an M-CODE (Military Code) GB-GRAM.
Curtiss-Wright’s COTS-based Digital
Beachhead (DBH) product family is an
example of such an approach. (Figure 1.)
David Jedynak is Program
Director, A-PNT Program Office, for
Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions.
Curtiss-Wright Defense Solutions
www.curtisswrightds.com
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DEFENSE TECH WIRE
NEWS | TRENDS | DOD SPENDS | CONTRACTS | TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
By Mariana Iriarte, Associate Editor
NEWS

USAF announces hosting locations for upcoming
B-21 aircraft

U.S. Navy signs $90 million enterprise services
support contract with Engility

The U.S. Air Force selected three existing bases at which the
B-21 Raider will replace B-1 Lancer and B-2 Spirit aircraft beginning in the mid-2020s.

Systems engineering company Engility Holdings won a fiveyear, $90 million task order to provide software engineering
and production support to the U.S. Navy’s tactical afloat and
submarine local area networks.

The Air Force chose Dyess Air Force Base, Texas; Ellsworth
Air Force Base, South Dakota; and Whiteman Air Force Base,
Missouri, as reasonable alternatives to host the new B-21 aircraft. Naval officials say that using the current bomber bases
will minimize operational impact, reduce overhead, maximize
reuse of facilities, and minimize cost.
The Air Force does not intend to retire the existing bombers
until there are sufficient B-21s to replace them; the service has
yet to determine which location will receive the aircraft first.

Under the terms of the Tactical Network (TACNET) Technical
and Production Support task order – awarded by Space and
Naval Warfare Systems Center Atlantic – Engility is set to support a number of Navy Integrated Product Teams working
on the fleet’s afloat tactical networks, including those supporting programs like the Automated Digital Network System,
Submarine Local Area Network, Integrated Shipboard Network
Systems, and Consolidated Afloat Network Enterprise Systems
(CANES).

BAE Systems to develop next-generation aircraft
missile warning system for the Army
BAE Systems received a contract from U.S. Army officials to
develop a quick reaction capability (QRC) next-generation missile warning system for aircraft that will protect pilots and crews
from new and emerging threats.

Figure 1 | U.S. Air Force officials expect the first B-21 delivery to be in the
mid-2020s. Photo illustration courtesy of Northrop Grumman.

USAF orders 770+ all-digital radar warning
receivers from Raytheon

The Limited Interim Missile Warning System (LIMWS) contract –
valued an estimated $97.9 million – calls for the BAE Systems’
2-Color Advanced Warning System (2C-AWS) to be installed
to provide the aircraft with missile warning and hostile fire pro
tection to improve survivability and mission effectiveness in
contested environments.
The company developed its 2C-AWS system with Leonardo
DRS and proposed the solution in response to the Army’s June
2017 solicitation for LIMWS. Leonardo DRS will provide the
dual-color infrared sensor as the eyes of the system.

Raytheon will supply the U.S. Air Force with at least 779 units of
its AN/ALR-69A(V) all-digital radar warning receiver, under the
terms of a recently signed indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity
contract.
The ALR-69A, say Raytheon documents, enables improved
detection range, enhances target assist, and aids in unambiguous identification in dense signal environments that may
contain both threat signals and those from wingmen, coalition partners, and commercial operations. The receivers have
360-degree coverage provided by four independent radar
receivers, each covering one quadrant of the aircraft.
The ALR-69A is installed on the U.S. Air Force C-130H and
KC-46A and is being tested on the F-16.
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Figure 2 | The system will work with existing Army aircraft survivability
equipment, including aircraft interfaces and countermeasure systems.
Photo courtesy of BAE Systems.
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NEWS

DARPA taps Charles River Analytics for space
situational-awareness tool

F-35 EW simulation testing solution delivered to
U.S. Navy

Charles River Analytics (CRA) recently won a contract from the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), worth
$1.3 million, to help U.S. military commanders better understand different types of potential threats in space.

U.S. Navy officials at Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons
Division (NAWCWD) Point Mugu (Ventura County, California)
took delivery of Northrop Grumman’s multispectral testing
solution that recreates accurate mission-like conditions in the
laboratory and on the range for F-35 aircraft.

Under the DARPA/CRA Hallmark program, CRA says that it
and its partners Operational Intelligence (Herndon, Virginia)
and the Space Strategies Center are developing the CRA
probabilistic-modeling PICASSA tool to better understand the
space environment. The PICASSA tool will escalate notifications about potential threats in space, allowing mission commanders to better understand the ramifications of potential
courses of action that respond to threats in space. To enhance
space situational awareness (SSA), Charles River is set to build
probabilistic models with its Figaro open-source probabilistic
programming language; in the past, CRA has applied Figaro to
other efforts for DARPA, such as developing causal models in
DARPA’s Explainable Artificial Intelligence program.
CRA officials say that it is also developing another tool under
the Hallmark program: The SOLAR effort applies augmentedand mixed-reality technologies to enable enhanced SSA.

The testing environment consists of Northrop Grumman’s Combat
Electromagnetic Environment Simulator (CEESIM), Signal
Measurement System (SMS), and other simulators, all under control of the Synchronizer Controller System (SCS). At the center
of the environment is the CEESIM, which simulates multiple,
simultaneous radio frequency (RF) emitters as well as static and
dynamic platform attributes to model true-to-war conditions.
The SMS provides wide bandwidth signal measurement,
recording, and analysis capability, which are used to validate
the test environment and evaluate the system under test performance. The SCS provides the tools to program an integrated
multispectral test scenario, including threat radars, communications signals, radar, and electro-optical/infrared signatures. The
SCS also manages the execution of the scenario by all of the
simulators to ensure a coherent multispectral test environment.

U.S. Marine Corps signs $10 million contract for
“throwable” robots
Endeavor Robotics signed a contract worth $10 million with the
U.S. Marine Corps to provide the Marines with its small, throwable FirstLook robots.
According to information from Endeavor Robotics, its five-pound
FirstLook UGV [unmanned ground vehicle] can be dropped
roughly 20 feet onto concrete without being damaged; the small
vehicle is often used to clear buildings, detect IEDs [improvised
explosive devices], and is a valid option for getting into confined
spaces like caves, tunnels, and crawl spaces.
Figure 3 | The PICASSA tool will escalate notifications about potential threats in
space. Artist’s concept courtesy of DARPA.

U.S. Air National Guard will get force
options-training systems at every base

Day/night cameras and two-way audio allow the FirstLook to
give the operator greater standoff distance from a potential
threat. In addition, say company materials, the FirstLook UGV
can climb over seven-inch obstacles and automatically right
itself when flipped over.

Combat-training and communications company Cubic Global
Defense will supply the United States Air National Guard
(ANG) with PRISim Suite PortableTrainer systems.
Under the terms of the $6 million-plus contract, Cubic Global
Defense will install the training suite at every ANG base; the
suite includes software capabilities that allow customization of
scenarios. The Cubic systems will train ANG security personnel
in use-of-force policy, handling of deadly force, and use of lesslethal weapons.
The Cubic L750 portable system, part of the company’s PRISim
Suite of products, uses high-definition, interactive videos, and
game-engine technology to create realistic training scenarios
for all aspects of firearms handling.
www.mil-embedded.com

Figure 4 | FirstLook vehicles delivered to the Marines will come equipped
with Endeavor Robotics’ uPoint Multi-Robot Control System. Photo courtesy of
Endeavor Robotics.
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Artificial
intelligence can
help warfighters
on many fronts
By Sally Cole
Bringing artificial intelligence (AI)
or “smarts” to the battlefield is
already changing the way battles are
fought; this technology will become
increasingly critical in the future.

AI makes it possible for machines to
learn from experiences, adapt to new
data, and perform human-like tasks.
Deep learning and natural-language
processing techniques are helping to
train computers to accomplish specific
tasks by processing large amounts of
data and recognizing patterns within it.
The technology is increasingly seen as
helpful to the warfighter.
As Vladimir Putin starkly summed it
up last fall during a speech to students:
“Artificial intelligence is the future, not
only for Russia but for all humankind.
It comes with colossal opportunities
but also threats that are difficult to
predict. Whoever becomes the leader
within this sphere will become the ruler
of the world.”
The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD)
Project Maven initiative is on target to
bring computer algorithms and AI to
war zones by the end of 2018 in order
to help government platforms extract
objects from their massive amounts of
video or still imagery. (Figure 1.)

12 June 2018
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Figure 1 | Exploitation Analyst airmen assigned to the 41st Intelligence Squadron
have begun using advanced mobile desktop training that uses an environment to
challenge each individual analyst in cyberspace maneuvers to achieve mission objectives
at Fort. George G. Meade, Maryland. Air Force illustration by Staff Sgt. Alexandre Montes/
from Department of Defense news release on Project Maven.

Project Maven uses computer vision, which is a combination of machine and deep
learning (neural networks), to autonomously find objects of interest. This field
is, as you can imagine, not without controversy: Google is one of the contractors
for Project Maven and, although the company says it’s doing object recognition “for
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DEEP LEARNING AND
NATURAL-LANGUAGE
PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
ARE HELPING TO TRAIN
COMPUTERS TO ACCOMPLISH
SPECIFIC TASKS BY PROCESSING
LARGE AMOUNTS OF
DATA AND RECOGNIZING
PATTERNS WITHIN IT.

While there’s “no rule of thumb for an
algorithm,” Hogan says that server farms
make the work easier because “you don’t
have to worry so much about writing
resource-constrained code to try to pack
everything into a small space in computer
memory.
“But one challenge is that you usually
measure on one platform and send it to
a processing center, and then you get an
answer sent back. The problem is that
signals are so fleeting that you need to
have that processing on the platform
as an embedded system or you’ll completely miss it.”
non-offensive uses only,” many of its employees are questioning this and asking the
company to commit publicly to not assisting with warfare technology, according to
a letter from Google employees to management published by the New York Times.
One of the reasons for concern within this realm is that AI carries with it myriad ethical
and moral issues – think autonomous offensive weapons – and so far there are no
agreed-upon rules or standards for nonmilitary or military uses of AI.
What are AI algorithms?
Algorithms are a specific set of software to perform a specific function – essentially
the brains of AI.
“If you don’t have the algorithms correct when you’re looking for signals, measuring
for signals, or trying to pull out salient features, then you basically have a paperweight,” says John Hogan, director of the FAST Labs Sensor Processing and
Exploitation Product Line for BAE Systems. “Our machine learning and AI is based
on how the brain works, and we actually have cognitive neuroscientists working on it.
They copy the way the brain works in these algorithms.”
BAE Systems doesn’t merely go to the web and download a cognitive neural net piece
of shareware, but rather builds their own theories and algorithms based on how the
brain works and the types of signals they’re working with.
How are neural networks different in terms of amount of code involved than other
algorithms? “The lines of code really depend on the complexity of the problem,”
Hogan explains. “You may have an algorithm that adds two numbers, and it’s one line
of code. But an algorithm that searches for patterns inside data could be thousands
of lines.”
www.mil-embedded.com

Full spectrum of AI
BAE Systems plans to apply AI and
machine learning across the entire
enterprise in all of its systems and services, according to Hogan. To this end,
the company established a Machine
Learning Center of Excellence in 2016.
“We’re the lead for the R&D there,”
he says, “and we work both on fundamental machine learning and in theory.
It’s not just applied machine learning;
we’re actually developing new theory
on machine learning as well applied
research on specific problems.”
What sorts of machine-learning techniques is BAE Systems using? “The full
spectrum,” Hogan says. This includes
“deep learning, which most people have
heard of, one-shot learning, transfer
learning, and sequence learning. Oneshot learning is a method to use if you
only see an object once and need to
recognize it again. And an example of
transfer learning is, say you have an
object like a tank that’s a tracked vehicle,
and then you see another tracked vehicle
but it doesn’t quite look like a tank …
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you can use the things you learned on a
tank to help it learn this new object. For
sequence learning, an adversary does
things in a certain order and we have
measurable phenomena like frequency
or images. So we can learn the sequence
that the adversary uses and use it to predict future events. This is called ‘predictive analytics.’ If we can learn a sequence
of events and measure that these events
are actually occurring, then we can predict a point in the future when another
event will occur.”
The researchers can also build up “patterns of life,” such as what traffic looks
like during certain times of the day, but
this can also be done on radio signals
and traffic – or anything else you can
measure. “A lot of the problems we
see come from what we call discovery,”
Hogan says. “Someone will come to us
and say ‘I’ve collected all of these signals, and I think there’s something happening there but I don’t know what.’ Our
tools are agnostic to the kind of data that
you can measure, so they can be used
across a multitude of data. Machinelearning analytics – based on the collection of data – will cluster the data and
automatically search for patterns. That’s
considered to be an ‘unlabeled pattern’
within the data, and we can work with an
analyst who maybe studies certain problems over time and they can say ‘I know
what this pattern is,’ and label it so that
the next time we see this pattern we can
put a label to it. We do this across many
military applications.”
Flipping the cost curve
How can all of this change the future of
warfare? “In the past, when a system
needed multiple functionalities, you’d
simply add more hardware and software
to increase its capability,” Hogan says.
“Now, we want the ability to flip the
cost curve. If we send a fifth-generation
aircraft in and adversaries send a
$1 million missile to shoot it down, it’s
very expensive for the U.S. If we send
in a low-cost unmanned vehicle and
they fire a $1 million missile at it, we’ve
flipped the cost curve because it’s more
expensive for the adversary to remove
that asset than it is for us to send
another one.”

14 June 2018
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Whenever you add elements to increase capacity, it adds size, weight, and cost to the
system. “This doesn’t align with the cost curve,” Hogan points out. “To change how
systems are made today, we want one that will respond to changes in very dynamic
environments. So we have both software and hardware architectures that will be software defined – meaning that depending on data measured from the environment I can
automatically reconfigure my system to have a different functionality. We’re working
on a system now that will automatically reconfigure and optimize itself based on the
updated data environment. We call this machine-learned-driven execution (MLDE). If
a system is measuring a part of the radio spectrum and a new signal pops up, it would
automatically reconfigure and optimize itself to measure this new signal.”
AI can help soldiers learn faster during warfare
One of the many ways AI can assist soldiers during battles is to help them learn
or process information at a much faster rate. A new AI technology developed by
the U.S. Army Research Laboratory enables soldiers to learn 13 times faster than
conventional methods, researchers say, by helping them decipher clues or hints of
information faster so that they can quickly deploy solutions, whether the situation is
recognizing threats in the form of vehicle-borne improvised explosive devices (IEDs)
or spotting potential danger zones from aerial war zone images.
“The past decade has seen a reinvention of AI and an explosion in AI-driven data
science research,” says Rajgopal Kannan, a researcher for Computing Architectures
Branch, CISD, Army Research Lab-West (Los Angeles), as well as an adjunct research
professor in the Ming-Shieh Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of
Southern California. “So ARL decided to focus on AIML [AI/machine learning] as the
foundational technology that can provide maximum tactical benefits to the modern
soldier and help maintain our competitive advantage.”
AI and machine learning have helped “drive many major results improving inferencing
and learning within complex systems and environments – the domain of the soldier,”
Kannan adds. “AI and machine-learning algorithms can really exploit the massive
amounts of data – historical and real-time – available to soldiers.”
Because computation is moving to the system edge where data is being gathered,
and knowing that AI is going to drive fundamental advances in future soldier ability,
Kannan’s focus is to develop algorithms that will map AI techniques onto cheap, lowpower hardware and make it work faster, essentially speeding up existing AI methods.
This is “a very intellectually stimulating area,” Kannan notes, “because existing AI techniques need to be carefully mapped to exploit subtle features of available hardware.”
To develop their new AI technology, Kannan and colleagues implemented a stochastic
gradient descent for collaborative filtering (CF), which is a well-known machinelearning technique, on a state-of-the-art low-power field-programmable gate array
(FPGA) platform. “The meat of the work consisted of analyzing the hardware bottlenecks – pain points – and using that to develop a set of mathematical algorithms for
carefully mapping each phase of collaborative filtering onto the hardware to reduce
the communication and computation complexity,” he explains. “The end result was
hardware acceleration or speedup of the basic AI algorithm on the low-power FPGA
system when compared to traditional multicore or GPU hardware. The low-power
nature of our FPGA system also makes it more useful in adaptive, lightweight tactical
computing systems.”
The researchers got a big surprise in the form of speedup numbers – approximately
13 times faster – when compared to multicore and GPUs, despite inherent advantages, which implied something fundamental about this new approach: “Our techniques also turned out to be generalizable to other machine-learning problems,”
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(VBIEDs), detecting threats in war zones,
and recommending actions,” Kannan
says. “More importantly, these systems
can be used at the tactical edge – right
where the soldier collects the data, where
it’s needed most.”

›

Figure 2 | Army researchers and their academic partners have found artificial intelligence
techniques that allows U.S. soldiers to learn 13 times faster. (U.S. Army illustration.)

Kannan says. “And, interestingly, we can adapt our FPGA implementation to native
multicore and GPU implementations to speed up their state-of-the-art performance
as well.” (Figure 2.)
What kinds of applications can this type of AI be applied to in the military and battlefield arena? “This work is an implementation of a general, popular machine-learning
technique that’s used in many pattern matching, inferencing, and decision and recommendation systems, such as recognizing vehicle-borne improvised explosive devices

The ARL researchers’ work is now being
expanded toward other Army applications, because “there are a lot of
machine-learning algorithms used by
the Army, and we can accelerate them
and make them more usable in tactical
environments,” Kannan continues. “In
the long run, I’d like to develop innovative and practical techniques for the
use and application of AI to solve some
large-scale problems of use to the
Army – tactical and adaptive computing
at the edge in resource-constrained
environments. The end result should be
lightweight computing and reasoning
platforms that can provide maximum
benefit – through adaptive learning and
computation – to soldiers within actual
operating environments.” MES
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Space missions
gaining vision,
precision,
autonomy
By Ossi Saarela
Space exploration vehicle Curiosity as it searches for life on Mars. Elements of this image furnished by NASA.

Space missions requiring higher levels of autonomy and greater precision in navigation are becoming increasingly
prevalent, and vision-based sensing systems are acting as a technology enabler for these application types. With highprecision relative navigation, these systems are playing a critical role in rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO); entry,
descent, and landing (EDL); and robotic exploration of the solar system. With the private sector driving more ambitious
mission requirements through technological advances such as autonomous satellite servicing, the future of these
applications is looking bright.
Despite the increasing popularity of
vision-based sensing systems, developing them has been costly and resourceintensive. The algorithms used to translate a raw image into data that can be
used for vehicle control are developed
by a niche group of engineers with
specialized area expertise. Verification
and validation of these algorithms can
involve complex physical testbeds featuring robots moving on tracks toward
physical scale models of approach targets
such as spacecraft and asteroids.
Once the algorithms are developed
and validated by test, implementation
is complicated by the need to optimize
the available onboard processing resources, which are often limited by the
availability of computing hardware that
can survive the hostile radiation environment of space. As part of this optimization, it is common for portions of the
algorithms to be distributed between
FPGAs [field-programmable gate arrays]
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and computer processors; however, this split can increase both design complexity and
the number of engineering specializations required.
Change is brewing: The ongoing private space race, which is disrupting many spacerelated technologies, is also driving down the cost of developing relative n
 avigation
capabilities. Competitions like the Google Lunar XPRIZE have motivated new companies to develop extraterrestrial landing technology at substantially lower cost
than was previously possible as companies are using higher-level languages such
as MATLAB and Simulink for algorithm development. This approach enables their
algorithm design engineers to focus on developing the high-level application rather
than spending time reinventing lower-level image-processing routines, which are now
available off the shelf.
These higher-level languages also enable rapid prototyping of candidate algorithms,
which can be integrated with existing guidance, navigation, and controls models for
early system-level validation. Using these languages with model-based design also
enables software and hardware development engineers to automatically generate
code for embedded deployment on both processors and FPGAs and enables them
to create test benches for system verification.
Developing autonomy using machine learning
While workflows in the space industry have seen incremental changes, other industries – most notably automotive – have completely transformed their approach by using
recent advances in machine learning to help develop their autonomous systems. Taking
advantage of large amounts of collected data, they are using deep learning to train
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and encounter unpredictable situations, often at distances from Earth that make realtime ground control impractical. However, most relative navigation systems being
developed today need a well-known target. This leaves mission planners with two
options: Either keep the mission simple enough that relative navigation is not needed,
or add mapping the target to the mission objectives. The former option may not
satisfy the mission objectives, whereas the latter adds considerable complexity.
What if the constraints on deterministic behavior are relaxed, and mission planners on
the ground can define the spacecraft goals at a higher level? For example, by allowing
a spacecraft to choose its own landing spot on an asteroid, bounded by mission objectives? Mission planners might, for instance, specify that the spot be clear of identified
hazards (such as craters and boulders), and that it contain a desired substance of commercial or scientific interest (such as water). Machine-learning algorithms deployed
onboard the spacecraft would use vision-based sensors to autonomously identify the

systems to detect and recognize objects
to enable autonomous operations.
Can machine-learning techniques be
applied to relative navigation in space systems to overcome cost and resource challenges while simultaneously improving
the capabilities of the system? A fundamental challenge to this approach is the
traditional conservatism of the industry.
The space industry has historically favored
reliability and testability over performance. Current development processes
and best practices expect the developed
algorithms to be simple enough to be
reviewed by humans, as well as to exhibit
deterministic behavior, in which a given
input to the algorithm always produces
the same, known output.
Neither of these hold true for deeplearning networks, where the algorithms
are essentially impossible for humans
to understand and often produce outputs that are difficult to fully predict.
Moreover, even if the expectations were
to shift, the amount of training data
available from space is highly limited
compared with the data available from
the world’s millions of miles of roadways.
As the current trend towards increased
mission complexity continues, spacecraft
will increasingly explore unknown terrain
www.mil-embedded.com
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best landing site meeting these constraints, while onboard guidance algorithms would compute the trajectory in
real time. This approach could provide a
substantial advantage to the mission in
both time and cost.
First, we govern simple logic
It is likely that in the next several years the
industry will discover a use for applications such as this one, and others, that do
not require fully predetermined spacecraft behavior. The machine-learning
techniques enabling the applications will
likely first be used to govern high-level
logic with benign consequences, such as
deciding when to initiate a simple task like
selecting a scientific feature of interest to
image or sample. As confidence in this
approach increases, machine learning
plus vision sensing can also be applied to
more critical problems, such as autonomous docking or landing.
Although training data for machine
learning from space is generally lacking,
significant data from Earth, the moon,
and Mars is already available for machinelearning applications. Also, it is likely that
sophisticated scene generators already in
use for algorithm verification and validation purposes – such as PANGU [Planet
and Asteroid Natural scene Generation
Utility), a computer-graphics utility funded
by the European Space Agency – could
be used to provide additional training
imagery for deep learning. For satellites,
existing images of satellite features taken
during ground processing can likewise be
complemented with artificial scene generation. The satellite can then be taught
to recognize a feature of interest and plan
a path to it while avoiding obstacles such
as radiators and solar arrays. (Figure 1.)
Space-rated GPUs and then …
Looking slightly further into the future,
it is only a matter of time before spacerated graphics processing units (GPUs)
become a reality, radically improving the
processing power available on a spacecraft. When that happens, it is conceivable that an autonomous spacecraft
could take the next evolutionary step:
Continuously learn from its environment
using deep-learning techniques and then
apply that learning to fulfill its mission.
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Figure 1 | Existing images and scene generators can be used to, for example,
teach a satellite to plan a path to a feature of interest while avoiding obstacles. Image
courtesy MathWorks.

Today, the automotive industry is leading the way in deploying deep-learning technology, with computer vision as the primary application. Cars are using electro-
optically sensed data for object detection, classification, and tracking to build a scene
of their surroundings. This ability enables a wide range of automation levels, from
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) to fully autonomous driving. The space
industry has largely played the role of an interested spectator, suggesting that the
automotive industry is accepting more risk than what space can tolerate. However,
the status quo is likely to be challenged soon.
The space industry is just starting to adopt the advances in vision-based sensing,
pioneered by automotive and other industries, to develop increasingly autonomous
spacecraft. In this first phase, higher-level languages and model-based design are
improving design efficiency and affordability of electro-optical systems. The next
phase will deploy machine-learning algorithms to selective, low-risk space missions,
forcing a fundamental shift in the way the industry defines requirements and verifies
algorithms that would allow for the inclusion of non-deterministic software. This, in
turn, will ultimately enable the final stage: spacecraft teaching themselves how to
explore previously uncharted territory.
MES
Ossi Saarela is an aerospace engineer with almost
two decades of experience in the space industry. Early in his
career he served as a flight controller for the International Space
Station; he later found his passion in spacecraft autonomy design.
He has designed supervisory logic for satellites and worked on
an electro-optical sensing system for rendezvous and proximity
operations. He is currently the Space Segment Manager at
MathWorks, helping space programs around the world reach their goals using
the latest engineering tools and practices.
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New open
standards
drive military
software radio
architectures
By Rodger Hosking

Since the 1994 Perry directive to use COTS [commercial off-the shelf] components, virtually all defense and intelligence
organizations have been seeking standards-based solutions for electronic equipment and systems. However, even without
that mandate, government customers have come to recognize the commonsense benefits of open standards to take
advantage of the latest technology, shorten procurement cycles, and foster competitive pricing. Instead of simply trying
to comply with procurement policies, these large government organizations are now actively pursuing and promoting
new standards to align with current and future mission requirements. More than simply new standards, these initiatives
present a new paradigm of system architectures that can efficiently evolve to accommodate new threats and changing
requirements, without starting over from scratch each time.
The Open Group consortium, formed
in 1996, promotes the development of
vendor-neutral, open technology standards for successful achievement of
business objectives. One recent initiative
of The Open Group is the Future Airborne
Capability Environment (FACE) Consortium, which tasks members from both
industry and government to define open
standards for avionics systems across
all military services. The major goals of
FACE: improved interoperability across
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common components, portability across different deployed platforms, consistent data
exchange formats, and a common software environment.
Not only does FACE address the technical approaches and practices, it also promotes standardized methods and formats for the government to issue requirement
documents and for vendors to respond. This approach helps ensure the speed and
completeness of procurement interactions and promotes innovation and competition
within the avionics industry.
Another Open Group initiative spun off from the FACE consortium is the Sensor Open
System Architecture (SOSA) effort, which focuses attention on C4ISR [command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance], radar,
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EW [electronic warfare], electro-optical fusion, and communications systems. Sensors
are extremely critical to these systems, often representing some of their toughest technical challenges. The goal of SOSA is development of open standard specifications for
cross-service applications to reduce costs, encourage industry competition, and speed
up delivery of systems to exploit new signals and respond to new threats.
Two of the most common themes of these initiatives are sharing signals across components within a platform for different functions and sharing data across different platforms. Since all software radio signals in modern equipment are eventually digitized, if
equipment digitizes as close to the antenna as possible, sharing can be accomplished
through digital links and distribution networks. In 2006, the VITA 49 working group
began working on the VRT/VITA Radio Transport protocol to define a standardized
format for delivering digitized radio signals.
Figure 1a shows the typical topology of a traditional multiband software radio system,
often referred to as “stovepipe” architecture. The red lines show analog signal paths
consisting of coaxial cables, connectors, distribution amplifiers, and switches. Each
path satisfied the specific signal routing requirements of a particular installation, analogous to fitting a series of different sections of stovepipe between a wood stove and
the chimney.
Multiple analog-to-digital (A/D) and digital-to-analog (D/A) converter blocks provided
the analog/digital interface between analog intermediate frequency (IF) signals and
digital IF samples. Even after digitizing, more stovepiping distributed the digital IF
signals to connect the various signal-processing blocks required, as shown in green.
And each of these digital links might require unique signal levels, data rates, bit
widths, and protocols.
Figure 1b presents the system concept for VRT. The critical RF analog connections to
the antennas remain essentially the same, but the transceivers now use the analog
RF signal conditioning, translation to IF, and the A/D and D/A functions. These

transceivers now send and receive digitized IF signals shown in blue lines as
VRT Digital IF links, replacing most of
the analog signal distribution shown in
Figure 1a. It becomes immediately evident that the new VRT topology is far
simpler and much more flexible.
Putting the initiatives to work
The U.S. Army Materiel Command
Communications-Electronics Research,
Development and Engineering Center
(CERDEC) organization is responsible
for coordinating new technologies and
development efforts for C4ISR and EW
systems for electronics systems found
in the diverse range of Army vehicles.
With many applications having limited
space for installation of new equipment,
a major imperative became defining
new architectures to consolidate existing functions while easing the path for
adding future capabilities.
Recognizing the benefits of the new
software radio initiatives, CERDEC
launched a major initiative of its own,
called VICTORY [Vehicular Integration
for C4ISR/EW Interoperability]. Based
on a network-centric topology to take
advantage of high-speed data bus

FIGURE 1a

›

FIGURE 1b

Figure 1a and 1b | The typical topology of a traditional multiband software radio system versus the system concept for VITA Radio Transport
(VRT) protocol.
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technology (Figure 2), VICTORY dramatically redefines a functional system from
being a self-contained dedicated box
to an aggregation of shared resources
to achieve equivalent or superior operational performance. The VPX standard
was selected for VICTORY embedded
system components due to its widespread adoption and strong vendor
community. VPX also demonstrates a
proven track record of rapid evolution to
embrace new technology.
In line with VITA 49 VRT, instead of dedicating one antenna to a tactical communications channel, and a second one to
a signals-intelligence system, digitized
signals from a single antenna can be
delivered across network connections to
multiple subsystems, each supporting a
different function. Therefore, essential
cornerstones of VICTORY are not only
the reliance on digital networks, but also
real-time DSP algorithms running on
reconfigurable field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) and software programmable processing elements. This sharing
of common resources for multiple tasks
minimizes redundant hardware and
reduces size, weight, and power (SWaP),
thereby satisfying another major design
objective.
In the first incarnation of VICTORY,
analog RF and IF signals from the radio
heads are connected via cables through
an RF distribution unit to VPX software
radio boards containing A/D and D/A
converters and FPGAs for front-end
processing. In line with the diagram in
figure 1b, digital IF signals are then distributed to VPX DSP boards for real-time
processing for various functions required
by the system. The shared processing
unit performs additional processing and
supports the display, control and status
functions for the operator interface. The
VICTORY data bus handles the control
and data traffic among these subsystems.
MORA boosts VICTORY
performance levels
Following the successful adoption and
acceptance of VICTORY, it became
apparent that its GbE data bus fell short
of handling increasing traffic between
subsystems because of wider signal
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bandwidths for newer data, voice, and video signals. CERDEC addressed this problem
by defining the Modular Open Radio Frequency Architecture (MORA). It adds a new
MORA high-speed bus, initially proposed to use a 10 GbE switched network.
Figure 3 shows not only the MORA bus, but a major new strategy and benefit it brings:
The A/D and D/A converters previously located on VPX modules can now be shifted
to remote data-acquisition modules located at the radio heads. Digital IF signals to
and from these data converters connect directly through the GbE network links to
VPX processing boards, eliminating the need for analog RF cables and connections
to the RF distribution unit.
In the ultimate MORA architecture, both the RF distribution unit and the RF cable bus
can be eliminated, as analog RF/IF signals are replaced by digital RF/IF signals across the
MORA bus. This migration can evolve over time, as budgets and new technology permit,
while maintaining the fundamental principles of the VICTORY/MORA architecture.

›

›

Figure 2 | VICTORY C4ISR system components for vehicle electronics are shown.

Figure 3 | The ultimate MORA bus means that A/D and D/A converters previously
located on VPX modules can now be placed on remote data-acquisition modules located
at the radio heads.
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Other initiatives within DoD including
the U.S. Navy Hardware Open Systems
Technology (HOST) program, the U.S.
Army C4ISR/EW Modular Open Suite
of Standards (CMOSS), and others all
promote similar architectural objectives
and strategies. With so many credible
and consistent directives, both suppliers
and government customers have a clear
mandate to make them happen.
New technologies and standards for
software radio
Large markets for business and personal
computing, image processing, wireless
networks, optical networks, storage
servers, and 4G wireless infrastructures fuel innovations and reduce costs
through economy of scale. As always,
many of these new components and
technologies are suitable for software
radio embedded systems for military
use, but the best path is the definition
of open industry standards that define
implementation details. This helps
ensure compatibility across vendors,
products, and upgrades. Listed below
are various devices, technologies, and
standards:
›› High-speed A/D and D/A
converters from Texas Instruments,
Analog Devices, and others with
sample rates of 5 GS/sec and
higher to handle wideband digital
software radio signals close to
the antenna.
›› New FPGAs such Xilinx
UltraScale and UltraScale+
devices with more than a million
logic cells, more than 5,000
DSP engines, and high-speed
gigabit serial system and network
interfaces.
›› JESD204B gigabit serial
device interfaces to connect the
high-speed data converters to
FPGAs, saving significant board
real estate.
›› VITA 57.4 FMC+ mezzanine
specification, which boosts the
10 gigabit serial lanes in the
original FMC spec to 24 or 32 lanes
using a new high serial pin count
(HSPC) connector and supporting
additional JES204B links to highspeed data converters.
www.mil-embedded.com

›› VITA 49.2 VRT Radio Transport Protocol extends the original specification
by adding support for transmit signals, control and status of software radio
equipment, multichannel synchronization for multi-element phased array
systems, precision time stamping of received signals, and precision timing of
outgoing transmit signals.
›› New VITA 66.x optical backplane I/O configurations for multiple
optical connector styles, plus an increased number of lanes to support
high-speed data links between boards and between chassis, even over
long distances.
›› New VITA 67.x coaxial RF backplane I/O configurations for up to 12 signals
with bandwidths up to 40 GHz simplify analog signal wiring for software radio
systems.
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›› New release of VITA 65.0 and
65.1 OpenVPX specifications
separate the base specifications
and the numerous profiles
into two documents, making it
easier to access and understand
compliance details. Many new
profiles were added including
apertures (openings) in the
backplane to flexibly support
a wide range of optical and RF
I/O applications using VITA 66
and 67. A 100 MHz backplane
reference clock and a backplane
radial clock distribution
specification supports
synchronization across slots.

carrier (Figure 4) leverages many of the new devices and standards listed above. At
the front end, an FMC+ module contains the appropriate JESD204B high-speed data
converters, capable of sample rates of 3 GS/sec and higher to support signal bandwidths greater than 1 GHz. The JES204B links connect to the FPGA through the new
VITA 57.4 FMC+ HSPC connector.

Collectively, these achievements offer a
wealth of resources to help implement
the many initiatives presented earlier.
Putting it all together
To meet the requirements of the MORA
VPX software radio modules, the Model
5984 3U VPX Kintex UltraScale FMC+

›

Figure 4 | The Model 5984 3U VPX Kintex UltraScale FMC+ carrier with AMR Cortex 9
system-on-module (SoM) for the VICTORY/MORA architecture satisfies both 3U VPX chassis
requirements and the remote data-acquisition front-end functions for the radio heads as
shown in Figure 3.
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For the MORA system architecture,
the Model 5984 can play two different
roles. First, it can be installed in the VPX
chassis and connect to all four of the
power and signal buses shown. In this
case, the VITA 66.4 optical connections
to the MORA High Speed Bus can join
boards within the chassis or connect
through external 10 GbE links to other
external devices. RF signals connect
though the RF Distribution Unit.

STRONGER,
FASTER,
COOLER OPENVPX!

But the 5984 is an equally appropriate
candidate for the remote data-acquisition
modules at the radio heads. Here, the RF
signals connect directly to the IF or RF
ports of the radio heads. An on-board
GPS receiver can supply a 10 MHz frequency reference to the sample clock synthesizer in the Clock and Timing section.
It can also deliver a 1PPS signal for the
precision time stamping and triggering
required by the VITA 49 engine. Control
and status flows over the VICTORY GbE
bus and digital IF and RF signals flow
across the MORA 10 GbE optical bus.
Next up …
Increasingly, government procurement
opportunities are incorporating references to these new standards and initiatives. Working closely together, industry
vendors, standards organizations, and
government customers have demonstrated a proven commitment to advance
the technology and performance levels
of software radio systems for defense
and intelligence applications. Coupled
with improved SWaP, lower life cycle
costs, and faster deployments, clear evidence of these many undisputed benefits will ensure adoption, continued
funding, and active participation in these
highly worthwhile initiatives.
MES
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Mars,
methodologies,
and mastery
of embedded
development
By Larry Lapides

Embedded software in military, defense and aerospace programs is on an exponential complexity curve. Yet fail-safe
reliability durability and security have always been paramount for the military and aerospace sectors, which excel at
building systems including significant hardware and software components. This discipline sent us to the moon, to
Mars, and beyond. How can we leverage these defense industry lessons, with their focus on leading interdisciplinary
communications and methodologies, augmented by today’s new system and software development technologies?
A JPL engineer reviews the Mars Viking 1976 program and explores the latest virtual platform technologies for
embedded systems and software reliability and accelerated development.
Long ago, in a galaxy far, far away ... the U.S. space program did some special work.
It wasn’t fantasy, it wasn’t Hollywood, it was within our solar system. I was fortunate to
intern at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) the summer that Viking landed on Mars.
I was there at 5:12 a.m. PDT, July 20, 1976, celebrating with the rest of the Viking
team, when the landing confirmation, transmitted from Viking, was received minutes
later at JPL. Yes, I was just an intern, but I was still part of a team that had put an
extraordinary system together, functioning with incredible versatility, reliability and
durability, tens of millions of miles away. (Figure 1.)
Fast forward to the 1980s: As industry in the Silicon Valley was taking off, real and
apocryphal stories popped up about the cost and overhead involved in the defense
and aerospace arena. Having spent the first nine years of my professional career in
this industry, I can attest that there’s a grain of truth to those stories. Silicon Valley and
the semiconductor industry rejected – from a cultural and business perspective – the
military-aerospace industry. With innovation and time to market as its drivers, Silicon
Valley boomed.
The markets that drove Silicon Valley, personal computers and mobile phones, had
much lower reliability or durability requirements than existed in the military/aerospace
segments. What the PC and mobile industries did well – and continues to do well – is
to build high-reliability, high-durability systems with significant hardware and software
components. Military/defense/aerospace understood, and still understands, system
design and how to get software and hardware working together.
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Now, with automotive applications and
IoT [internet of things] driving expected
growth in the semiconductor industry
over the next few years, and the dependence on embedded systems, people
are struggling to get the systems right:
reliable, safe, and secure. It’s not exactly
“rocket science,” and yet it’s really
hard. It takes engineers that understand
the system, people in the various disciplines communicating early, often, and
in great detail across those engineering boundaries.
Specifications, separation, systems,
software, and hardware
Begin with specifications: Design engineers are waiting for this to start their
design. Specifications can be in a variety
of formats: What does the specification look like? How is it shared? The key
issue we see is that teams are more successful when the specification is a living
www.mil-embedded.com

the perception remains that all the value is in the silicon.) Because this embedded
systems company has the end-product perspective, there is much more focus on software, how they will partition software and hardware, and how to implement the overall
design. Their interdisciplinary communication is incredibly important.
Speaking strictly on the semiconductor side, without good communication between
architecture and design teams, potential problems obviously include respins, or
specifying a chip that is really complex to implement or to verify, or cutting back on
features. These risks are common and the costs are recognizably huge.
What people often don’t realize is that there are the same risks and financial tragedies
on the software side; it’s just not as glaringly obvious. Having to do a hardware respin
that costs $5 million or $10 million or more is like stepping off a cliff. The software
side is a much more slippery slope: If your system has bugs, is more complex to support, or you need to defeature capabilities, you have to do release after release after
release. This does have an associated cost. Often, management just rationalizes that
more software releases are always necessary, so they just keep doing more releases,
but it is difficult, affects the bottom line, and absolutely cuts into profits. It is the same
vertical fall as the hardware respin cliff, but more like rolling down a grassy hill. You
actually go down (cost- and profit-wise) just as far; if you look at the numbers they are
close to the same over a one- or two-year period of a project. It’s just that when you
step off a cliff you notice it more; even if you’re rolling down that grassy hill, it’s still
a long way down.

document; that is, living not just with the
architectural team, but with design and
verification teams. The more interdisciplinary development is, the better.
For example, one semiconductor company we know keeps a fair bit of separation between the different teams, with
little cross-functional cooperation or
feedback. As a result, in one case, relatively late in the process, they had to
defeature their devices because some
of the advanced features the hardware
team was adding were not going to be
supported by the OS team. If the architecture team had communicated with
the OS team six months earlier, there
were some pretty cool features that
could have been supported. But the
communication came too late. Too many
people are not used to thinking about
software up front, at least in the semiconductor world.
In contrast, we know an embedded systems customer that starts their process
with considering the complete system
they are developing, including a heavy
software component. They know that a
lot of the value lies in the software, as
well as in the hardware. (Whereas for
a system-on-chip coming from a semiconductor vendor, even though the
vendor has to deliver a software stack,
www.mil-embedded.com

›

Figure 1 | Shot of the Viking Lander. Courtesy NASA Space Science Data Coordinated
Archive.

A Rosetta Stone for software, hardware, and systems developers
What is the solution? One approach is a virtual platform methodology, which comprises
a high-level software model of the system, including IP, hardware, and embedded software, along with a high-performance simulator. The virtual platform enables the entire
system to be simulated, facilitating early architectural exploration and analysis of tradeoffs between hardware and software. It also serves as an “executable specification,”
unifying the various interdisciplinary teams for detailed common understanding to
enhance cooperation. It facilitates testing by executing code even before hardware is
available and delivering the controllability and observability needed for rapid debug.
Although system-level codesign is challenging, virtual prototyping is a useful approach
for collaboration between architects, designers, verification engineers, hardware engineers, and software engineers. It’s a methodology that can enforce best practices in
interdisciplinary communication. It can also support an Agile methodology, with its
short development, test, and evaluation sprints.
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Today, developers, architects, and testers often no longer sit next to each other and
talk to one another about what works and what doesn’t. Interdisciplinary system-level
activity and communications is key and must be automated and institutionalized at a
high level.
Back to Mars: Leveraging defense industry lessons
Interdisciplinary communications and methodologies to ensure reliability have always
been a focus of the defense industry; this discipline goes back a long way in the
industry and has worked well, getting us to the moon, Mars, and more.
The key issue that separated semiconductor industry practices from various proven
defense industry development best practices had to do with accelerating time to
market (TTM). Companies wanted to slash overhead, move fast, get products out
quickly, and capitalize on innovation. In the process, we lost some of that methodology and forgot the reasons behind what the defense industry had been doing for
years. The fact that we have landed on the moon and Mars, and orbit space with
systems that still function years later, is not down to luck; it’s due to careful engineering work that brought a lot of people together to focus on systems that last and
are reliable.
Today many companies are caught up in TTM and innovation, but perhaps we need to
come back to center and consider reliability, safety, and quality, focusing much more
on systems engineering, interdisciplinary approaches, and knowledge. In this, the
military and defense markets have always lead the way. It’s also true that automotive
companies have often stayed closer to the defense model because of the importance
of reliability and consequences.
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In my generation, graduating and
spending our first years in defense
working for a Hughes, Boeing, Douglas,
Raytheon, or Lockheed was common.
You would work three or four years for
one of those companies and learn a lot
about how projects were run and what
it means to be a real-world engineer.
Then you would go off to do something
new. Many coming out of school today
haven’t gotten that exposure; they may
even go straight to a startup. But both
large and small companies could be
doing better with a systems methodology focus.
We do see that some universities recognize the need for a systems and team
approach, which is a way forward. For
example, the Imperas University Program
encompasses 34 universities, with more
than 7,000 students and academics from
more than 1,000 universities subscribing
to the Open Virtual Platforms website
for freely available models, virtual platforms, and simulators. Another example
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In summary, let’s truly consider revitalizing the military/defense/aerospace focus on
quality and reliability that got us to Mars (Figure 2), across more arenas such as automotive, IoT, and other rapidly evolving markets, with all their TTM opportunities. Let’s
continue to lead in defense by adopting the latest methodologies, such as virtual
platforms, for interdisciplinary communications that contribute even more to systems
development, reliability, and security. MES

›

Figure 2 | An image of the first
photograph from Mars, as seen on a
JPL monitor. Courtesy National Space
Society/www.nss.org.
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of a university using the systems approach
is the SystemX Alliance at Stanford.
Trends: safety, security, and
extra-functional features
As we move forward, there is increased
emphasis on what are called extra-
functional features, such as power, timing, and security; important, even critical
issues. Certainly we’ve seen individual
discussions of these features but to some
degree it’s like discussing the IoT: Yes,
there’s an IoT, but what exactly is it? Can
it be defined? How do people build businesses and profit with it? For security,
everyone knows more is needed: but
what is it exactly? Power: when do you
start looking at power? At the very beginning? How can you actually do realistic
power analysis? Given the vast range of
systems scenarios and operational usage,
this is impossible on a spreadsheet. Even
the best power analysis tools at the gate
level cannot run all the system scenarios.
To this end, new methodologies and
tools must be adopted to address these
issues, the ones that occur where the
software meets the hardware, the hardware-dependent software layer. One
initiative, with the prpl Foundation, is in
benchmarking hypervisors. Hypervisors
are useful in security and safety, but they
add overhead. So, on the timing side,
do they add latency, which would be
unacceptable in a real time device? Are
they adding power consumption? How
can users ensure a secure boot?
There will be an interesting evolution in
embedded systems development over
the next three to five years as we start
seeing these things come together out
of necessity.
www.mil-embedded.com
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Trends in
avionics
connectors
By Russ Graves
After World War II, aviation
electronics evolved away from
electromechanical components
toward electronic and digital
technologies, as seen in the
development of fly-by-wire systems.
That evolution continues today,
as both military and commercial
aircraft use increasing amounts of
computing power and generate
huge reams of data.
As avionics continues its evolution away from electromechanical and toward electronic/digital
technologies, connector designers can draw on a wide range of new packaging, materials, and
sensors options that meet ever-evolving design standards. Illustration courtesy of TE Connectivity.

Avionics designers continue to look for ways to put more computing power into
embedded systems that can handle navigation, communications, and other critical
functions – thereby reducing weight, increasing data transmission rates and bandwidth, while boosting robustness and security. To this end, military and commercial
avionics standards are rapidly co-evolving to the point that it’s worth taking a moment
to focus on how advancing standards are improving military avionics connectors.

Relevant ARINC standards include:

for aircraft data networks,
which supports the adoption of
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
networking technology
›› ARINC 653: In 1993 and updated
in 2003, defined a real-time
operating system (RTOS) interface
for space- and time-partitioned
computer resources (implemented
in Boeing 787 aircraft and Airbus
A350 aircraft)
›› ARINC 836A: A soon-to-be issued
standard, defines enclosures for
miniature modular racks

›› ARINC 429: In 1977, defined the two-wire serial bus standard for point-to-point
networks
›› ARINC 629: In 1992, defined a multitransmitter data bus protocol allowing
multiple devices to access the same bus (implemented in Boeing 777 aircraft)
›› ARINC 664, Part 7 with Avionics Full-Duplex Switched Ethernet (AFDX) data
network implementation: In 1998, defined full-duplex switched Ethernet

Accompanying the development of
ARINC standards were the U.S. military’s
two own initiatives. The first is Integrated
Modular Avionics (IMA). More of a concept than a standard, IMA grew out of the
F-22 Joint Integrated Avionics Working

Evolving standards
Commercial airline manufacturers were the first to kick off the development of standards for aviation electronics by forming Aeronautics Radio INC (ARINC) in 1929. The
initial focus was standards for ground-based communications. The scope was soon
enlarged to include standards for communications inside the aircraft as well.
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Group (JIAWG) formed in 1987. The
benefit for designers is that IMA enables
the same part or card to be used between
different computer modules, helping
reduce weight and maintenance issues.
The second of the military initiatives is
Open Systems Architecture (OSA). The
result of a 1994 Department of Defense
(DoD) directive, OSA is also not a standard but instead a strategy that relies
on defined and published standardsbased interfaces and module designs
instead of proprietary technologies.
Many OSA modules are defined by
standards developed by VITA working
groups, such as VPX module standards for
embedded systems.
While IMA and OSA share similarities,
IMA is leading the march to the future
www.mil-embedded.com

with vigorous development of standards being driven by two factors critical to
avionics designers: First, reducing weight by enabling a robust platform that puts
more c omputing power in one box requiring far fewer nodes; and second, expanding
data-transmission speed and bandwidth.
Developments in packaging
Given the coevolution of standards and application requirements, military avionics
designers and connector OEMs face a number of challenges.
The first challenge is to implement modular integration with a compact, lightweight
packaging system that it is rugged enough for the aerospace environment. At first
glance, it looks like it’s simply a matter of the OEMs leveraging COTS technologies
and making them more robust.
OEMs can take two different paths when designing more rugged connectors. Path 1,
while it offers the most freedom, uses a proprietary design approach. As such, the
connectors will meet demanding defense and aerospace requirements, but will not
be an OSA component.
Path 2 follows an OSA approach implementing open ARINC and VITA standards.
An example of Path 2 is the composite miniature modular rack principle (MiniMRP)
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enclosure, defined in the upcoming
ARINC 836A (Figure 1). The MiniMRP
exemplifies commercial/military coevolution. Initially, the product was aimed at
commercial cabin systems. The standardized module is similar to the established
MRP systems defined in ARINC 836,
but MiniMRP modules are 40 percent
smaller, which translates into as much
as 60 percent weight savings. Moreover,
MiniMRP modules can replace traditional metal enclosures used in military/
aerospace applications. Composite enclosures are not only sturdy, but they also
can be easily customized with shielding,
circuit traces, embedded antennas, and
other features. Designers get the flexibility of customizing a manufacturable
module or selecting a module in a catalog-like fashion from suppliers, similar
to a COTS part.
Facilitating system connectivity
The second challenge for avionics connectors is handling increased data speeds
and bandwidth. The digital battlefield is
outpacing the data speed/bandwidth
requirements of commercial applications.
This puts more demands on box-to-box
connectivity in military applications.

›

Figure 1 | MiniMRP modules (Photo: TE Connectivity)

›

Figure 2 | Cat 6a cable (Photo: TE Connectivity)

Fast copper
In distributed avionics, a large number
of links are not long distances and
range from 100 megabit Ethernet to 10
Gigabit Ethernet. In these cases, copper
cabling, specifically Cat 6a, is suitable
for flight-control, avionics, and cabinmanagement systems. Cat 6a can support 10 Gigabit Ethernet at 83 meters,
versus 36 meters for a Cat 6 cable. For
ruggedness, Cat 6a cable is constructed
with fluoropolymers that support ANSI/
TIA-568-C specifications for stability in
extreme conditions over long lengths
and is available in size 24 AWG or smaller
26 AWG to minimize size and weight.

extreme environments, offer speed and size benefits, and come in metallic or composite shells.

For connectors, Cat 6a cable can be
terminated with ARINC high-speed connectors. (Figure 2.) They can handle the
more stringent insertion loss, crosstalk,
and other signal-degrading factors, as
well as the increased bandwidth return
loss requirements that result from faster
I/O. Proprietary, circular connectors
are also available that are designed for

As military avionics systems continue to carry heavier data loads, an end-to-end fiberoptic solution is attractive. Optical fiber used to have a reputation as being fragile and
hard-to-use. That’s not true now: Today’s optical fiber constructions resist crushing
and pinching during installation. No-epoxy/no-polish connectors significantly speed
up termination.
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Fiber optics
To provide higher speeds over longer distances, optical fiber is gaining ground
in backbone applications, especially as 100 G links (Ten 10 Gigabit/sec fibers per
transmit to receive link) become more prevalent. The metrics clearly show the fiberoptics advantage:
›› Speed and distance: A twisted pair cable can carry a 1 Gigabit/sec signal
over a distance of 100 meters; a multimode fiber can transmit 10 Gigabit/sec
up to 550 meters; and a single-mode fiber, an order of magnitude farther.
›› Weight: A generic Cat 6a Ethernet cable weighs 45 pounds per 1,000 feet, while
a fiber-optic counterpart is 78 percent lighter, weighing just 10 pounds.
›› Noise immunity: Optical fibers are made of dielectric materials; they neither
emit nor receive EMI. Cable shielding is not required.

Optical connectors come in two main categories: 1) Physical contact (PC), in which
the mating termini physically touch using either ceramic ferrules for single fibers and
MT ferrules for multiple; and 2) expanded beam (EB), which is the most tolerant of
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vibration, shock, and other mechanical
hazards. The higher insertion loss of an
EB connector is often outweighed by
the long life, reliability, and consistency
of EB performance over time.
A relatively new component that can
push heavy loads through active optical
fiber networks is the video transceiver.
The MiniCube video transceiver from TE
can handle bandwidth-intensive video
applications for commercial or military video displays. MiniCube products
include electro-optical devices to extend
distance and to transmit discrete individual signals or support multiplexing of
multiple video.

from a wide range of new options to meet ever-increasing data loads. Due to the proliferation of standards and products, avionics designers will need to consider all sides,
from physical layer components, cabling, and assemblies for IMA solutions.
MES
Russ Graves is the Aerospace Business Development
Manager for TE Connectivity Aerospace, Defense & Marine.
His primary focus at TE is to bring newer technologies to market.
Russ has more than 30 years of experience in the electrical
interconnect industry and has performed in various roles in
product and manufacturing management. Readers can connect
with Russ at rgraves@te.com.
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Advancing solutions
Where are packaging and connectivity
headed in the future?
As far as packaging is concerned, previous ARINC standards are being
eclipsed by new standards, such as
ARINC 836A. The same smaller sizes
and higher density seen in consumer
and industrial electronics are now in play
for avionics. Generic packaging for aviation electronics will keep shrinking to
accommodate smaller boxes and significantly lower weights. As far as connectivity is concerned, copper and fiber will
continue to coexist, each lending their
specific advantages.
Additional sensor processing for the
digital battlefield’s reconnaissance,
surveillance, and target acquisition
(RSTA) tasks puts huge demands on
data exchange, which will require more
innovation in avionics connectivity and
computing platforms.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is also
driving the sensor revolution. With IoT,
multiple systems within the aircraft –
such as engines, tires, structural components, and even seats – can self-report
their status to multiple hubs. While the
aircraft is en route, IoT-enabled devices
can schedule maintenance, order parts,
and report on performance to improve
reliability and minimize downtime.
The good news: Avionics connectivity continues to evolve. Designers will benefit
www.mil-embedded.com
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New mission
profile in space
means COTS
is now an
acceptable risk
By Mariana Iriarte, Technology Editor

New mission profiles in
space mean that suppliers of
radiation-hardened (rad-hard)
and radiation-tolerant electronics
are able to meet less stringent
requirements. The end result: Lower
cost and faster time to market for
parts used in space applications.
Today’s mission profile is determining
the level of testing electronic components necessary for enduring space
radiation effects; both the Department
of Defense (DoD) and designers are
coming closer and closer to accepting
the risks associated with sending commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components into space.
One major reason is that “Technology is
evolving at a very rapid pace; in my view,
at least, government/military type programs generally owned a large share
of space-based applications,” says Alan
Murphy, Product Line Manager in Aero
space Instrumentation at Curtiss-Wright
Defense Solutions (Austin, Texas). Of
course, that view has evolved as “that
equation has changed very dramatically
in the last several years.”
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Accepting the risk factors under new mission profile
“Rad-hard applications are trending more toward compromise and reduced radiation
performance requirements,” explains Eli Kawam, Product and Business Development
Manager of Microchip’s Aerospace and Defense business unit (Chandler, Arizona). “For
example, based on accumulated measurement in flight, the level of total ionizing dose
(TID) [of radiation] may be relaxed.” To be clear, however, “since the technology trend
is toward deep submicron technology and high levels of system-on-chip (SoC) integration, more testing must be performed to detect and mitigate single-event effects.”
The risk of sending anything to space is still there: “High-reliability and radiationhardened performance is still a focus for military rad-hard applications,” says Michelle
Mundie, Business Area Director of Standard Products at Cobham Semiconductor
Solutions (Colorado Springs, Colorado). “Cobham has seen an uptick in requests for
rad-hard components that have superior prompt dose performance as well as singleevent effects for military rad-hard applications.”
Yet the mission profile will overrule any major testing if it is deemed not necessary.
“We are also seeing our customers customize satellites to the specific mission, like
orbit, timeline, etc.,” says Chris Hart, Director of Marketing, Aerospace & Defense for
Microsemi (McKinney, Texas). “By doing this, our customers are able to lessen their
margin, which can mean lower radiation or quality requirements.”
Even the production of megaconstellations and groups of small satellites are having
an effect on the industry. “There is some influence from the megaconstellations/small
satellites,” says Josh Broline, Product Line Director for the Intersil High Reliability and
Space Products at Renesas Electronics Corp. (Melbourne, Florida). “However, the space
environment is not changing. In fact, there have been some studies recently that there’s
actually more of a higher accumulative radiation level than we originally expected.”
Broline clarifies, saying that it’s the risk profile that is changing. “What I see is mainly
driven by the flight duration of these different mission profiles or programs. For
example, the mission and risk profile changes dramatically from a 15- to 18-year mission
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are more sensitive to acquisition cost and service entry dates, and are attempting to
save in these areas by requiring components with lower levels of qualification and
screening. In this regard, military rad-hard applications are following a similar path to
commercial and civilian rad-hard applications.”
“The combination of these factors on the rad-hard system evolution has culminated
in fewer constraints on radiation performance, leading to new types of solutions for
rad-hard applications,” Kawam adds.
Making the decision
So what does the rad-hard decision come down to? “The mission profile is going
to ultimately determine the kind of components to use and the screening levels
required,” Broline says. “In the commercial satellite world, there’s definitely a pause,
because they are paying attention to the larger constellations. The large constellation
providers are treading their own path, because they have their own mission.”

YOUR SOLUTION PROVIDER FOR...

CONNECTIVITY | POWER | CONTROL

STAY CONNECTED
that’s in a GEO-high [geostationary orbit]
orbit, down to a LEO [low-Earth orbit] for
five years or so.”
Cost is also a major factor when determining the mission profile. “These programs may also be more sensitive to
acquisition cost, service entry dates,
and even a technology refresh plan, so
they are attempting to find savings by
using components with lower levels of
qualification and screening,” Hart says.
“Typically, military rad-hard applications
require very high levels of qualification
and screening, up to QML [qualified manufacturer list] class V for ICs, JANs [joint
Army/Navy] for discretes, and class K
for hybrids. But some programs will definitely follow a similar path to commercial and civilian rad-hard applications. In
general, it’s all about trade-offs between
performance, cost, operating lifetime,
and time to market.”
That trade-off trend seems to be felt
throughout the industry. “Some programs require components and hybrids
with high levels of qualification and
screening, up to QML class V and class K
level,” says Ken O’Neill, Director of
Marketing, Space and Aviation, Microsemi
(San Jose, California). “Other programs
www.mil-embedded.com
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In addition, the DoD is sending satellites into space with specific missions, which
means that designers, suppliers, and buyers of rad-hard and rad-tolerant components
need a much wider range of how much radiation these embedded components will
be withstanding in space.
“If you’re putting a satellite in orbit for a long period of time, then clearly the exposure to radiation is the bigger issue,” Murphy explains. “Depending on the nature of
the mission and the nature of the functioning application within that mission, that will
define the mission profile. In other words, what the electronics are actually doing –
that will be a big driver as to how rad-tolerant you really need to make this work the
way it needs to work.”
In response to more relaxed requirements, “There are some military satellite providers
that are potentially taking more risks,” Broline says. “Meaning they may be more and
more willing to take COTS products and do an upscreen for space applications. We’re
seeing a little bit more of that, but not for mission-critical aspects of a particular satellite. It’s not sweeping the industry by any means at this point, as far as taking on more
risks on their component selection or screening.”
When it comes to the risk profile, “I could pay a large amount of money to find a chip
set for my needs that are ‘rad-hard,’” Murphy explains. “What we’re exploring is the
boundary between traditional rad-hard applications and rad-tolerant applications,
where customers would have said this is a space application, we want it rad-hardened,
and that’s the only solution we’ll consider. That conversation has changed dramatically
to: This is the mission profile and it will be in a space environment, but the nature of
the mission doesn’t necessarily need a rad-hard hardware solution.”
COTS in space
New mission profiles provided by the burgeoning market for megaconstellation and
small satellite groups have delivered an opportunity for COTS suppliers to send their
components into space.
This means that with new mission profiles, “The demand for COTS technology in
space applications continues to increase,” Murphy says. “What we found is that the
starting point is COTS technology. Then we look at how we need to modify the COTS
products for use in space based on the radiation characteristics of the application’s
environment and other unique customer requirements.”
“These megaconstellations of small satellites are possibly enabling new applications
and new ideas and new things that haven’t been thought about before, at least for
satellites; so my five or ten-year outlook is that ultimately it’s going to be a larger servable market,” Broline says.
The most interesting part is that “We’re finding more and more that users want COTS,
‘as-is’ with very little modification for the space environment,” Murphy says. “An
increasing trend for the manufacturers, those who know the challenges and are wellversed in the space industry, is that people are asking for real COTS, as-is products.”
For companies like Cobham, such requests have driven them “even further to innovate
and provide differentiated and integrated solutions thereby addressing not only SWaP
[size, weight, and power] but also driving down our costs to make our products more
affordable,” Mundie says. (Figure 1). “An example of this is 32-bit Arm Cortex –M0+
Microcontroller.”
Given the risk profile of sending a component to space that is not fully rad-hard, the
DoD and users are willing to attempt to use rad-tolerant devices to reduce the cost.
“NewSpace and other critical aerospace applications require faster development and
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Figure 1 | Cobham integrated both
volatile and nonvolatile memories to
make a rad-hard microcontroller that
can read/write in space applications.
Photo courtesy of Cobham.

Figure 2 | Microchip’s COTS-toradiation-tolerant approach includes
two devices: The ATmega128S and
ATmega64M1. Photo courtesy of
Microchip.

reduced costs,” Kaman says (Figure 2).
“Microchip has developed an approach
for taking a proven automotive-qualified
device and creating a pinout-compatible
version in both high-reliability plastic
and space-grade ceramic packages.
They are tested to specified radiation
performance. Customers can begin
development of hardware, firmware, and
software with the COTS device immediately. When the final system is ready
for the prototype phase or production,
the COTS device can be replaced with
a pinout-compatible, radiation-tolerant
version in a 32-lead ceramic package
(QFP32), for example, with the same
functionality as the original device.”
With two types of users in space – military and commercial – “We have noticed
our space customers typically require
a higher level of support than our commercial customers simply due to the complexity and reliability requirements of the
application,” O’Neill says. “Further, given
the relatively small quantities of components which constellation programs will
purchase – hundreds of parts per year,
www.mil-embedded.com

which is very low compared to the millions or tens of millions of parts sold into consumer
or automotive applications – many commercial COTS component suppliers will not be
willing to spend time performing failure analysis, extended temperature screening, radiation characterization, or other technical support activities for constellation programs.”
For the foreseeable future, COTS for space will continue to evolve before the technology finds a comfortable resting place as “high-volume suppliers often do not provide traceability (some devices, for instance, may source parts from three fabs under
the same product number) or notify about changes in foundry or packaging subcontractors,” O’Neill adds.
Satellites in space will increase and will ultimately “drive down costs, but satellite electronic design is not based on the size or the number of satellites, but what radiation
tolerance and error rate is needed for their mission,” Mark Tiddens, Product Manager,
Radiation Hardened Microelectronics at Data Device Corp. (DDC, Bohemia, New York)
says. “Any satellites, including small sats as small as cube sats, need system designs
and parts which meet the radiation and error-rate requirements of their mission and
the criticality of their function.”

It’s also important to note that using
COTS in space comes with a warning
label: “We also anticipate that space
programs will run into situations where
accidental damage may happen to components that are intended for, or already
integrated into, flight hardware,” O’Neill
says. “For space programs attempting to
acquire lower cost systems using COTS
components, the need for technical support from component suppliers to support mission-assurance objectives should
be kept in mind.
“Product consistency, technical support,
and traceability are all significant concerns
for space systems seeking to use COTS
components,” O’Neill adds. MES

SWaP and packaging at the new frontier for space parts
With so many new types of space missions, designers and
users of electronics bound for space must address size,
weight, and power (SWaP) requirements in space applications. Simply put, it means “fitting everything desired into the
space desired, and designing to the acceptable radiation and
error level tolerances needed for the specific mission,” says
Mark Tiddens, Product Manager, Radiation Hardened Micro
electronics at Data Device Corp. (DDC, Bohemia, New York).
In many cases this also means that packaging now needs an
update to meet the SWaP requirements. “Traditionally, IC suppliers or semiconductor suppliers had a requirement to use
ceramic packaging,” says Josh Broline, Product Line Director
for the Intersil High Reliability and Space Products at Renesas
Electronics Corp. (Melbourne, Florida). “In comparison to
plastic packages that are used for commercial and industrial
automotive products, packaging hasn’t seen a lot of innovation. The packaging limits the space and weight improvements
of the system, and – to a certain extent – power as well.”
“QML qualification remains a requirement for many of our
customers and it requires the use of ceramic hermetic packages, which drives the overall size and cost of components,”
says Michelle Mundie, Business Area Director of Standard
Products at Cobham Semiconductor Solutions (Colorado
Springs, Colorado).
Not all companies find packaging to be an issue: “Microchip’s
rad-hard and rad-tolerant products offer radiation performance at the die level,” says Eli Kawam, Product and
Business Development Manager of Microchip’s Aerospace
and Defense business unit (Chandler, Arizona). “As a result,
we do not rely on the package for any additional shielding over
our stated radiation performance. This allows us to offer radtolerant and rad-hard products in plastic packages, reducing
the size, weight and cost of the product over a conventional
ceramic package.”
In addition, “From a system perspective, using the gallium
nitride (GaN) power field-effect transistors (FETs) and GaN
www.mil-embedded.com
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Sidebar Figure 1 | Intersil (now a Renesas product line)
gallium nitride (GaN) power field-effect transistors (FETs).
Photo courtesy of Renesas.

drivers to drive those FETs has enabled us to take advantage of the efficiency and the performance level of that new
technology for the space satellite industry,” Broline says.
(Sidebar Figure 1) “But the rest of the ‘ecosystem’ needs to
be enabled, including advanced inductors and capacitors
that can switch at higher frequencies, in order to realize the
full benefit of GaN. Satellite providers tend to stick to what
they have flown before.”
The challenges to reduce SWaP for space persist. “Radiation
hardness by design at the component level is typically
achieved through techniques that make the design larger,”
says Chris Hart, Director of Marketing, Aerospace & Defense,
Microsemi Corp. (McKinney, Texas). “Some examples include
triple module redundancy with majority voting for digital components or annular transistors for analog components. This
causes rad-hard designs to be significantly larger than equivalent unhardened designs. In addition to the overall size being
larger, some power electronics and analog components actually increase leakage current during total ionizing dose exposure on orbit, which makes the design less efficient, which
further hurts the reduced SWaP goal.”
MILITARY EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
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Designing
a rad-hard CubeSat
onboard computer
By Ross Bannatyne
CubeSats – miniature satellites no larger than a briefcase – are becoming increasingly popular all over the
world. Economies of scale in components, subsystems, launch equipment, and logistics have already and will
continue to enable many cost-effective new satellite launch ventures and projects.

There now exists a vibrant ecosystem
of suppliers that provide plug-and-play
CubeSat components that fit together
inside the standard CubeSat form
factor. Thus far, much of the technology
has been based on commercial off-theshelf (COTS) electronics, although there
is a growing trend to judiciously use
radiation-hardened integrated circuits
that are designed to mitigate against
the effects of space radiation. The goal
is to improve the system reliability by
ensuring that the electronics operate in a
radiation-filled environment while maintaining a modest budget; CubeSats are
intended to be an inexpensive alternative to traditional, higher-cost satellites.

The reference design is Pumpkin CubeSat Kit Bus-compatible, as the signals on the
PC/104 connector conform to the published Pumpkin CubeSat interface specification.
There are many plug-and-play boards that use this standard. In space-constrained
designs, the PC104 connector is sometimes relinquished due to its size.

Because of the interest in selectivecomponent hardening as a means of
improving mission success rate, a reference design was created for a CubeSat
onboard computer (OBC) that uses radiation-hardened components. This reference design can be downloaded and
modified by CubeSat designers to meet
different mission requirements. A block
diagram of the OBC is shown in Figure 1.

The EDAC corrects bit errors that can occur due to single-event upsets (SEUs) as the
CPU fetches words from the SRAM memory. The scrub engine is a complimentary subsystem that autonomously sweeps through memory sequentially to detect and correct
bit errors before the EDAC would be exposed to them. There are five syndrome bits
for every byte in the 32-bit data words, making it possible to detect two bit errors per
byte and correct one bit in each byte of the 32-bit memory word. This arrangement
enables the correction of up to four bit errors (one per byte) per 32-bit data word.
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The OBC uses the VORAGO Technologies VA10820 ARM Cortex-M0 microcontroller,
a radiation-hardened low-power device that supported with the ARM development
ecosystem.
The MCU – already immunized against latch-up – provides a 50 MHz ARM Cortex-M0
core, program and data memory, general-purpose I/O (GPIO), and on-chip peripherals
such as timers and serial communications (SPI [serial peripheral interface bus], UART
[universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter], and inter-integrated circuit protocol
[I2C]). When the system boots up, the SRAM program memory on the microcontroller
is loaded from the Cypress CYPT15B102 rad-hard FRAM. Program code executes from
SRAM and is protected by an error detection and correction (EDAC) subsystem and a
scrub engine.

Single-event upsets (SEU) can cause a change of state by a single ionizing p
 article
striking a device; SEUs can affect both memory cells or logic circuits. Another
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Figure 1 | CubeSat OBC reference design block diagram.

radiation-mitigating feature of the MCU architecture is the implementation of dual
interlocked cell (DICE) latches and triple modular redundancy (TMR) on internal registers. While the EDAC and scrub subsystems address SEUs in memory, the DICE latches
and TMR implementation address SEUs in logic circuits.
The OBC uses Cypress CYPT15B102 ferroelectric random-access memory (FRAM) as
it has good radiation performance and interfaces easily to the MCU via a SPI port.
A second FRAM, the Cypress FM25V20A, is also implemented as a backup. The
FM25V20A is a COTS automotive-grade memory with the same SPI interface. This
memory can be used to provide temporary nonvolatile storage when performing inorbit reprogramming: If the CubeSat receives a wireless program code update in
orbit, both the original and new code images will be required so that the system can
recover to a known good state in the event of a problem during reprogramming. The
recovery function is the main reason a second FRAM device is included. The second
FRAM device could of course be another rad-hard CYPT15B102, but the automotivegrade COTS device was selected to reduce cost. (If in-orbit reprogramming is not a
system requirement, the second FRAM device may not be required).
A Cypress CYRS16B256 rad-hard flash device is also connected to the microcontroller
on an SPI communications port. The purpose of this device is to act as a data-storage
bank. Any data that is collected during the mission (for example, from sensors in the
payload) can be stored in its 32 Mbytes of memory. Depending on the radiation profile
expected during the mission, a designer might consider replacing this device with the
COTS-equivalent integrated circuit, the Cypress S25FL256L.
www.mil-embedded.com

For short-duration missions in low Earth
orbit (LEO), designers often use COTS
devices. While there is a risk of unrecoverable upsets, it is sometimes considered
a trade-off against cost that is acceptable.
The biggest risk to system operation
is latch-up: All CMOS [complementary
metal oxide semiconductor] devices are
susceptible to latch-up due to ionizing
radiation particle strikes. When a device
latches up, a parasitic structure on the
CMOS die becomes forward-biased and
creates a short circuit from VDD to VSS
(positive to negative). This causes a large
current to flow through the device and
pulls down VDD. It is therefore good
practice to have a chip or circuit in the
system that is latch-up-immune that will
detect this condition occurring and can
reset the system to resolve the latch-up
condition. Normally, the VA10820 microcontroller performs this function in “selectively hardened” CubeSat systems. Note
that latch-up can destroy a CMOS device
despite a reset attempt, so the only safe
way to really protect a system is to use fully
latch-up-immune components throughout the system. This design is more
expensive than using COTS and is at the
crux of the CubeSat design challenge:
How much risk is one willing to bear,
given that mitigating against radiation
effects with rad-hard devices is more
expensive than using COTS?
If the microcontroller is latch-up-immune,
there is at least one device that can be
relied upon as the rad-hard mainstay
of the radiation mitigation strategy.
Another useful device that would be
considered as a rad-hard mainstay would
be the supervisor chip.
An Intersil ISL706A supervisor device is
used in the system. This supervisor performs three important functions. The first
function is to hold the MCU in reset until
the power supply reaches an appropriate
level to power up the MCU. The second
function is to observe the system power
supply as a latch-up warning monitor.
If any device in the system latches up,
the supply voltage will be pulled down.
The ratio of the potential divider implemented with resistors R1 and R2 controls
the threshold at which power fall input
(PFI) on the supervisor chip triggers. For
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this reference design, the threshold has
been set to 2.75V. (The circuit configuration is shown in Figure 2.) In the event
that the 3.3V rail drops to this level, a
reset will be asserted to the MCU that
will in turn reset the system. In most
cases, the latched-up device will recover
when the system is rebooted.
The third function that the supervisor
device performs is as an additional independent watchdog. There is already a
watchdog in the MCU, a timer that is
periodically reset by the firmware to
ensure that the code is executing properly. If the code hangs up and the on-chip
watchdog is not reset by the firmware,
an interrupt is generated that will cause
a chip reset. The main failure mode
that would be concerning for the MCU
watchdog is a loss of clock. This condition
is addressed by the supervisor device,
as it acts as an external watchdog that
operates similarly to the MCU watchdog,
using a firmware-controlled periodic
toggle signal from a GPIO line on the
MCU. If this signal is not toggled at least
once every 1.6 seconds, the supervisor
will assert a hard reset to the MCU.
The reference design is powered by a
5V supply that is sourced either from
an external supply preflight power connector (when used on the bench) or from
the Pumpkin CubeSat Kit Bus across
the PC/104 connector. There are three
voltage supply rails used in the system:
5V, 3.3V, and 1.5V. The 5V rail supplies
two Intersil ISL7502SEH rad-hard LDOs
[Low Drop Out regulators]. All of the
I/O on the board uses 3.3V signaling,
whereas 5V is required for the analogto-digital converter and 1.5V is required
for the MCU core voltage. Each of the
LDOs have an enable input that is routed
to the specified pins on the Pumpkin
CubeSat Bus PC/104 connector. This
setup enables the power supplies on the
OBC reference to be controlled by the
CubeSat Electrical Power System (EPS)
controller board that supplies power to
the entire CubeSat system.
The MCU is supplied by a rad-hard
50 MHz clock device supplied by Frequency Management. The MCU internal
clock speed can be adjusted dynamically
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Figure 2 | Supervisor circuit configuration is shown.

in software. It can be operated at a lower speed, which may be an option to optimize
power consumption. Many CubeSat applications are characterized by long periods of
relatively low activity, with bursts of high activity during communications or data sampling periods; during the low-activity periods, the MCU clock speed can be reduced to
conserve power.
The MCU is connected to a Cobham Aeroflex RHD5950 analog-to-digital converter
(ADC). This is a successive approximation type that has 16 channels, 14-bit resolution, and a 20 µs conversion period. The ADC channels are connected to the analog
input signal lines as detailed in the Pumpkin CubeSat Kit Bus specification. One of the
ADC channels monitors the system voltage supply rail and another is connected to a
resistance temperature detector (RTD). The RHD5950 has single conversion and continuous conversion modes; continuous conversion is useful for oversampling, which
enables improvements in resolution and noise. The ADC output pins are connected to
GPIO lines on the microcontroller, with the microcontroller also controlling the ADC
on-chip multiplexer to determine which analog inputs are sampled.
There are several non-radiation-hardened COTS parts implemented on the board
because a rad-hard option was not available. The first such device is a UART-to-USB
interface (supplied by FTDI Ltd.). The reason for inclusion of this device in the reference design is to enable a USB interface to the system that can be used on the
bench for development work; this interface is not intended for use in orbit. The
device will translate USB protocol from an external host to a UART interface on
the microcontroller. The USB port can be used as a simple terminal interface to the
MCU. The UART-to-USB device is powered only when a USB cable is plugged into
the system so will not create problems in the circuit if it is affected by radiationinduced faults.
The second non-radiation-hardened COTS device that is used in the system is an
HI-3110 integrated controller area network (CAN) controller and physical layer (PHY).
CAN is a popular serial communications protocol used widely in automotive systems
that has also found favor with CubeSat designers because of its robust differential
signaling characteristics. Whereas TTL level communications interfaces such as UART,
SPI, and I2C are ideal for short-hop intraboard communications, the CAN interface
offers a more rugged option for interboard communications within the CubeSat
system. If, for example, a sensor is located in a different physical locality, the CAN
interface is a good option to communicate with it due to the high noise immunity
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The reference design includes a JTAG
connector on the board to interface
with the MCU for programming and
debug. A debug pod (such as a Segger
J-Link) connects to the JTAG header on
the board and through USB to a host
computer that is running an integrated
development environment (IDE) such
as ARM Keil µVision or IAR Embedded
Workbench. One of the benefits of
using an ARM-based microcontroller is
that there is a broad selection of development tools available to support it. To
reprogram the FRAM, the code would
first be downloaded to the MCU and
then be loaded to the FRAM through
the SPI connection.

Figure 3 | Power-supply gating circuit protects system against COTS failure in
radiation-filled environments.

of the differential signals provided by the PHY. Because this device is not inherently
radiation-hardened, special measures are taken to monitor and control it. If it latches
up, the supervisor will be triggered by the voltage drop on the supply voltage. The
HI-3110 includes internal status registers that are monitored via the SPI communications interface by the MCU. The 3.3 V and 5 V power supplies to the CAN device is
gated so that the MCU can disable power to the CAN device and reset it if the status
register data is ambiguous or indicates that an error has occurred. The power-supply
gating circuit is shown in Figure 3.

Series
360
®

All Pumpkin nanosatellites use a
remove-before-flight (RBF) high-current
roller-tipped lever switch. It is typically
used in conjunction with an RBF pin that
presses on the roller, or in an assembly
that presses against a wall of a nanosatellite deployment container. This
switch, included on the board, provides
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REDUCED SWA P RAD-HARD COMPONENTS

Common (C), Normally Open (NO), and
Normally Closed (NC) terminals. These
are routed to the specified CubeSat Kit
Bus pins on the PC/104 connector.

Part Number

Supplier

IC function

TID rating

VA10820

VORAGO

MCU

300

CYRS16B256

Cypress

256MB Flash

150 (R) / 50 (W)

CYPT15B102

Cypress

FRAM

200

There are typically two versions of
radiation-hardened devices available
from suppliers – a prototype grade and
a flight grade. Flight grade devices are
screened to a higher level than prototypes although they are form, fit, and
functionally identical and use the same
die. Prototype-grade parts are usually
around half of the price of flight-grade
parts and for that reason were selected
for use on this reference design.

ISL7502S

Intersil

LDO

100

ISL706A

Intersil

Supervisor

100

XXX3056

Frequency Management

50MHz clock

100

RHD5950

Cobham

ADC

100

FM25V20A

Cypress

FRAM

N/A

HI-3110

Holt

CAN

N/A

FT232RL

FTDI

USB

N/A

›

Different specifications are used to quantify how an IC will perform in radiationfilled conditions including single-event
latchup (SEL) and single-event upset
(SEU). These are important to understand
how often a device can be expected to
exhibit bit errors in memory and logic
errors due to ionizing particle strikes.
The radiation specification most widely

discussed for CubeSats is total ionizing
dose (TID): This is a measure of the
amount of energy that can be absorbed
in matter (in this case, the matter is silicon)
and is denoted in Krad(Si), or kilo units
of radiation absorbed dose (in silicon).
TID accumulates over time and results
in increased source-drain leakage in the
MOS transistors in the IC as the device
oxide builds up an accumulated charge.

Table 1 | TID performance of OBC reference design ICs.

High-end processing platforms

Stay ahead with
IC proven solutions

Embedded SBCs based on the latest Intel®
and NXP platforms and offering multiple I/O,
to secure your critical computing application needs.

www.interfaceconcept.com

Please contact Elma Electronic Inc. for further information on these products
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There is also an expansion of the depletion region between PMOS and NMOStype devices. TID accumulation will result
in increased leakage current; eventually,
the CMOS device will cease functioning
as the threshold voltage is pulled down.
CubeSat designers use the IC TID
specifications to estimate how long a
CubeSat is likely to function before the
ICs within the structure will succumb to
the effects of TID. This length of time
depends on orbit altitude, orientation,
and time. In LEO where CubeSats typically fly, the source of TID will be mainly
electrons and protons. Details of the TID
performance of the ICs on the reference
design are given in Table 1. MES
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WHERE TECHNOLOGY
EXPERTS GATHER

MARKET TRENDS, TECHNOLOGY
UPDATES, INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
Military Embedded Systems focuses on embedded electronics – hardware and software – for military
applications through technical coverage of all parts of the design process. The website, Resource Guide,
E-mags, and print editions provide insight on embedded tools and strategies such as software, hardware,
systems, technology insertion, obsolescence management, and many other military-specific technical
subjects.
Coverage includes the latest innovative products, technology, and market trends driving military
embedded applications such as radar, sonar, unmanned system payloads, signals
intelligence, electronic warfare, C4ISR, avionics, imaging, and more. Each issue
provides readers with the information they need to stay connected to the pulse
of embedded technology in the military and aerospace industries.
mil-embedded.com

Editor’s Choice Products

2U COTS NVMe SSD optimizes I/O bandwidth and latency
Cheetah Storage’s NVME-SAN2N-24U2 is a 2U commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) Non-volatile Memory Express (NVMe) solid-state drive (SSD) that drives
a high-performance NVMe flash server. It was designed to support standard
Grantley Broadwell, Purley/Skylake, and AMD Naples platforms. The system was
purpose-built for the NVMe Over Fabrics (NVMeoF) usage model with optimized
I/O bandwidth and latency. Each central processing unit (CPU) manages one PEX9781 or PEX 9797 PCIe switch, while each
PCIe switch manages 48x lanes downstream for 24x PCIe3 times four NVMe U.2 SSD drives.
The NVME-SAN2N-24U2 features a remote direct memory access (RDMA), as well as RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE),
and internet Wide-area RDMA Protocol (iWARP) network interface controller (NIC) adapters that are linked to NVMe SSDs via
a PCIe switch. The system is designed to minimize crossing over QuickPath Interconnect/UltraPath Interconnect (QPI/UPI) links to
avoid additional interruptions. The system can sustain over 500 Gps of I/O performance and can be delivered with customization
options for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).
Cheetah Raid Storage | www.cheetahraid.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p374646

Overhead touch screen display solution for the cockpit
The Korry Utility Control System (UCS) from Esterline Technologies Corp.,
a touch screen display and control solution for cockpit overhead panels, is a unitary,
high-reliability digital replacement for multiple control panels. It can be updated
or reconfigured via software. Users can customize the look and feel with openarchitecture optics, electronics and software, mechanical packaging, mechanism
design, and human factors design. The system comes with a life-of-the-aircraft
glass screen with antireflective and antifingerprint properties.
Features in the Korry UCS include a high-bright and high-contract display that is readable in direct sunlight at wide
angles. Its resistive touch screen was designed for positive and secure control, which includes a touch/hold/release actuation
by finger, glove, or stylus. The low-profile Korry UCS – ranging in size from 3 ATI (3.2 inches) to 15.4 inches – also has a low
power draw.
Esterline Technologies Corp. | www.esterline.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p374647

DC-DC converter steps down at point of end use
VPT, Inc. engineers developed and designed the DVPL0503S Point of Load DC-DC
converter in such a way that it can be used alone or in conjunction with traditional
isolated DC-DC converters as part of a distributed power system. The DVPL is
a non-isolated, synchronous, buck-regulated converter that steps down the voltage
at the point of end use. The DVPL is designed and built to military-grade reliability
as defined in MIL-PRF-38534.
The DVPL0503S features a 3A (10 W) power output; the output voltage can be adjusted
from 0.8 V to 3.4 V and can also operate from 5 V nominal input. The system – designed
for full operation over the -55 °C to +125 °C military temperature range – is 100 percent hermetic with up to 95 percent efficiency,
according to the company. The fault tolerant design comes with no optoisolators. The DVPL0503S comes with multiple circuit
protection features, has a fixed switching frequency, and weighs in at 8 grams (max).
VPT, Inc. | www.vptpower.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p374649
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Editor’s Choice Products

Battery equalizer keeps 12 V batteries in a 24VPDC
system balanced
The M5512 Battery Equalizer from Milpower Source keeps two 12 V batteries in
a 24 VDC system balanced, allows 12 V loading of up to 100 Amp average with much
higher peak (surge) loading (limited only by the battery’s capacity), and offers efficiency of
96 percent (typical) of less than 55 W dissipation at full load. The equalizer was designed
for military applications, particularly those installed in an engine compartment.
Features for the M5512 Battery Equalizer include normal operating temperatures
ranging between -40 °C and +100 °C, and the ability to handle nonoperating temperatures
between -54 °C and +110 °C. THE M5512 comes with conformal coating to protect electronic circuits from harsh environments,
in compliance with MIL-I-46058C and IPC-CC-830 standards. It is also fully compliant with MIL-STD-461F, MIL-STD-810G/F,
and MIL-STD-1275A/B/C/D/E electromagnetic and environmental standards.
Milpower Source | www.milpower.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p374650

Configurable serial interface options for mission-critical
applications
The VP880 field-programmable gate array (FPGA) card from Abaco Systems
is designed for mission-critical military/defense applications such as electronic
warfare (EW)/digital radio frequency memory (DRFM), radar/sonar image
processing, satellite communications systems, multichannel digital transmission/
reception, and advanced digital beamforming. Configurable serial interface options,
as well as a variety of FPGA densities, enable users to select the device size and
family best suited to the application.
The VP880 features Xilinx UltraScale FPGA and Zynq UlstraScale+ multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) technology for
3U VPX. It carries 8 GB DDR4 [double data rate fourth generation] mapped to FPGA with 2 GB DDR4 mapped to Zynq. Several
air- and conduction-cooling options for the VP880 are offered. The part – compliant with VITA 67.1 and VITA 67.2 – also has
flexible backplane options including VITA 66.4 optical interface via Firefly BLAST site.
Abaco Systems | www.abaco.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p374651

Radar data extractor and target tracker for target ID
The SPx Server from Cambridge Pixel, a component in the company’s SPx
radar-processing family, is a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) primary radar data
extractor and target tracker. Interfacing to hardware or network radar video, SPx
Server accepts polar format radar video and processes it to identify targets, which
are then correlated from scan to scan to output positional and motion updates.
The software is highly configurable and may be used to identify target-like shapes
according to defined rules. These candidate tracks may be output directly after
detection, for example into an existing correlator, or may be further processed by SPx Server using a track filter.
The SPx Server software module is integrated with the SPx Processing library, which offers the user a range of radarprocessing capabilities. After acquisition and prior to data processing, the video may be passed through the standard SPx
processing functions to implement such functions as gain control, area-based video removal, thresholding, or interference
suppression. Additionally, user-defined processes may be incorporated into the processing chain to enable a completely
custom solution using SPx as the integrating framework.
Cambridge Pixel | www.cambridgepixel.com | www.mil-embedded.com/p374652
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CHARITY

Final Salute Inc.
Each issue in this section, the editorial staff of Military Embedded Systems will highlight a different charity that benefits military
veterans and their families. We are honored to cover the technology that protects those who protect us every day. To back that
up, our parent company – OpenSystems Media – will make a donation to every charity we showcase on this page.
This issue we are highlighting Final Salute Inc., a nonprofit organization founded in November 2010 by Army veteran Jas Boothe.
Following mobilization, diagnosis of a life-threatening illness, and loss of home and property to Hurricane Katrina, Boothe was
informed that there were no existing programs for female veterans. She realized that the U.S. largely failed to recognize female
veterans, particularly those who had young children. Following treatment, relocation, and reemployment, Boothe undertook a
mission to ensure that her fellow sister veterans had a resource to access in their time of need.
Final Salute administers a program called Housing Outreach Mentorship Encouragement (H.O.M.E), which provides transitional
housing, on-site case management, food, clothing, transportation, child care subsidy/assistance, employment support, and other
essential supportive services to homeless female veterans and their children. Participants in the H.O.M.E. program also take
advantage of Savings Assessment and Financial Education (S.A.F.E), which aims to prevent homelessness by easing financial
hardships; S.A.F.E. provides the veterans with education on saving, budgeting, and living on a fixed income. It also assists with
emergency financial support. Final Salute’s “Next Uniform” plan helps female veterans and other military women in transition to
civilian life and work with professional business attire, image consulting, career advice, and networking.
While it is based in the Washington, D.C. metro area, Final Salute has helped female veterans and their children in more than
30 U.S. states and territories to date.
For more information on Final Salute Inc., please visit www.finalsaluteinc.org.

E-CAST

WHITE PAPER

Solving avionics safety-certification
challenges for modern aircraft
Sponsored by DDC-I, dSPACE, and LDRA
All types of aircraft – whether military fighter jet, commercial passenger jet, general-aviation aircraft, or combat
helicopter – are using more sophisticated technology.
As avionics technology continues to get more complex,
it also relies increasingly on the latest commercial offthe-shelf (COTS) hardware and software. Civil aviation
authorities across the world have become more open to
these hardware and software systems as they gain Design
Assurance Level (DAL) A for certification to standards such
as DO-178 C, which is used to certify compliance with
the applicable airworthiness regulations for the software
aspects of airborne systems and equipment.
In this e-cast, a panel of industry experts will discuss the
challenges of certifying avionics hardware and software
tools and the best practices for doing accomplishing
certification.

Technologies for responding to
rapid developments in cognitive
RF and EW
By Abaco Systems
Cognitive processing and the constant need
for more bandwidth is significantly driving
up the performance requirements of radio frequency (RF) and
electronic warfare (EW) processing subsystems, while the size,
weight, and power (SWaP) footprint is being driven down. These
requirements can be successfully addressed through the use of
advanced technologies such as multicore processors, GPUs, and
Xilinx’s RFSoC and Zynq MPSoC field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGA), enabling developers to focus on radar prototyping of
suitable cognitive and digital processing algorithms.
This white paper details how next-generation cognitive radar and
EW systems can use the VP430 and similar products to provide the
necessary edge over adversaries in end-to-end latency and system
performance.

View archived e-cast:
http://ecast.opensystemsmedia.com/787

Read the white paper: http://www.embedded-computing.com/
military-white-papers/abaco-technologies-for-responding-torapid-developments-in-cognitive-rf-and-ew

View more e-casts:
http://opensystemsmedia.com/events/e-cast/schedule

Read more white papers:
http://mil-embedded.com/white-papers/
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24/7
Support
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Available

Armed with the world’s largest selection of in-stock, ready to ship RF components, and the brains to
back them up, Pasternack Applications Engineers stand ready to troubleshoot your technical issues and
think creatively to deliver solutions for all your RF project needs. Whether you’ve hit a design snag,
you’re looking for a hard to find part or simply need it by tomorrow, our Applications Engineers are at
your service. Call or visit us at pasternack.com to learn more.
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High-speed, real-time recording: Sustained data capture
rates to 8 GB/sec
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Extended capture periods: Record real-time for hours or
days with storage up to 100+ TB

•
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for critical signals

•

Flexible I/O: Capture both analog and digital signals

•

Operational in any environment: Lab, rugged, flight-certified,
portable and SFF systems designed for SWaP

•

Out-of-the-box operation: SystemFlow® GUI, signal
analyzer and API provide simple instrument interfaces

•

Intelligent recording: Sentinel™ Intelligent Scan and
Capture software automatically detects and records
signals of interest

Eight SSD QuickPac™ canister,
removable in seconds!

Download the FREE High-Speed Recording Systems
Handbook at: www.pentek.com/go/mestalon
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